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Introduction
“One generation passes and another rises…”
By Jake Karnes on Jean Payens
Jean Payens and Jake Karnes both were somewhat martyrs in the name of “post-postmodernism” one
might say. Both were taken from us before they could holistically legitimize their claims on the bankruptcy of
our modern-era’s love affair with everything “postmodern” yet they did, at the very least, formally introduce us
to at least their understanding and concepts of what may lie beyond the relativistic and somewhat
nonsensicalness of postmodernism. Though Payens lived to be almost a century, little is known about him. Jake
Karnes was attempting to rectify this in his own early memoirs and master’s project on Payens’ work and the
concepts surrounding this understanding of post-postmodernism. Unfortunately, his life was cut all too short;
dying the same year Payens did (2016) in a car accident on his way back to his hometown of Kansas City,
Missouri. Thus all that we have of either of these great minds is this unfinished “raw” draft of Karnes’ planned
novel; due to it only being in rough-draft form it is more of a novella than novel unfortunately. I had the
privilege of meeting both (as outlined at the end of the novella); though brief it impacted my own artistic
direction profoundly. This along with a handful of unsubstantiated poems and short-stories by Payens (in
Karnes’s collection) is all we have; nonetheless this is enough, in our humble opinion, to publish for the reasons
of promoting their understanding of post-postmodernism as well as seeking to gain better insight, by flushing
out those who may have known Payens, into this unique and extraordinary life.
So who am I – you may ask? Myself (James Edwards) and a handful of other artists and philosophers of
art, are simply seeking to better explore the concepts surrounding not only Payens and Karnes, but postpostmodernism itself and what the next big movement within the arts can and could be built upon. My brief
encounter with Payens and Karnes while in NYC had a real impact on me; namely that I kept doing my poetry
and art which I was about to give up on until they convinced me otherwise. Payens said: “You guys are the
Gertrude Stein of 2016”. So… What if we really are the “Gertrude Stein” of the 21st century and the concepts
surrounding post-postmodern are just as important and relevant today as the modernism of Stein’s day was?
This could mean that we are on the threshold of ushering in an entire new era within the arts; an era that could
give truth and meaning back to not only the arts, but to society itself. In other words, “if” the art are subjective –
then why care in all honesty? But if there is any semblance of objective meaning within any concept of art, then
this changes everything it seems and artists, professional or lay, should understand this as Payens and Karnes
both showed me back in 2015-16.
Virginia Woolf once said: “On or about December 1910 human nature changed.” This allusion to change is
exactly what Payens experienced and lived but in a completely opposite way to those we read about like
Gertrude Stein and her posse. In a nutshell all post-postmodernism means is simply a move beyond
postmodernism. Instead of building a crazy building and calling it postmodern all the while using a nonpostmodern foundation, so the thing doesn’t collapse; just cut the nonsense out and recognize that
postmodernism is dead? This is crude way that Payens looked at the entire enterprise of art. What follows is
Karnes’ original notes and what was to be his novel on the Payens (all unedited with typos and all). I have also
included the short stories of Payens as well as some of his poems. Also I decided to include the one unedited
poem by Karnes that as a poet I feel is a fluid reply to John Berryman. Lastly I should reiterate that I am a poet,
not an editor. I have taken on this task not only in Karnes’ memory, but because I too believe that its time to

usher in a great new movement within the arts; one without the ball and chain of postmodernism. If ever the arts
needed to hear the wisdom of Payens it is now.

Post-Postmodern – The Myth, the Legend, and the yet to be Seen
By Jake Karnes

Payens pic circa 1930s
"Without God, objective meaning in poetry, prose, philosophy and well... pretty much everything is gone. This doesn't mean we have to go to
some church or something, but it does mean if 'God is dead' then all meaning and purpose dies with him and I hope the next generation of
writers realize this fact."
Jean Payens

The biggest thing Payens wanted for the arts was a foundation; what he called an ontological foundation and he only
thought God could do this, but before you throw down this book in disgust let me assure you that Payens was anything
but your choir boy. He detested what he called church-ianity as well as religion in general. This is why the church had
even less love for him than did his critics. As we will see a little bit later he could not accept that the arts, morals and life
itself was just some subjective expression where nothing (absolutely nothing) had any real meaning. I saw him several
times discuss with and encourage an artist not to fall for the bullshit they had been told around nothing having any real
transcendent meaning because it did. He absolutely loved it if they would come back and say something about their
professors or tutors had told them otherwise because he could systematically yet patiently show them how this was totally
inadequate. I had seen him lock horns with atheists or art historians before and though he never was hostile in the
slightest, his philosophy background showed through and he could just about turn any atheistic/postmodern argument on
its head. He never really talked a lot about his background but I know he traveled across Europe and northern Africa
before and after WW2. He was born in Spain around 1920; his father was French and he died in 2016 at the age of
approximately 96. You would have never guessed him that old as he got around Manhattan with ease until a few months
prior to his death. Though he wrote almost exclusively in English, he was fluent in Spanish, French and to a lesser degree
Russian.
His entire life seemed to be based on almost unbelievable tales, but when some of these “tales” began to be verified as
“fact” a growing interest in him by artists on the fringe began to grow. To my knowledge this is the first true attempt to put
together a biography on him or his contributions to the arts, but I freely confess this small biography is anything but
exhaustive, so hopefully one more skilled than me will take up this work in the future. Payens was noted for his
flamboyancy combined with a unique humbleness and spent much time reciting his harsh poems and ballads in bars,

literary halls and some church groups. The point of these poems always seemed to be to point man back to a type of
existential meaning instead of the lostness of his own present age. He often times claimed to be a “devout Christian, but
one who despised religion”. One Spanish newspaper referred to him as “el Christo Hemmingway” – the
Christian Hemmingway; a name he despised since he did not hide the fact that he had little to no respect
for Hemmingway’s prose, though he did often time express great sorrow for Hemmingway’s generation in general.
Both in his philosophy, art, poetry and short stories Payens insisted that the 20th/21st century concept of postmodernism
was not only bankrupt but illogical. His abrasive and somewhat “fragmented” art and poetry he contributed to a lack of
skill, but he said this was fitting since art devoid of God is meaningless and subjective in the first place. Thus Payens’
hope was to show that post-postmodernism leads the world, arts and culture back to reality in God; thus the concept of
“post-postmodern” simply meant a type of “return to God” as a necessary base, but without the trappings of religion thus
Payens alienated himself from both the church of his day as well as the secular academy since he would bow a knee to
neither one. Payens often times commented that post-postmodernism can best be described in the image of the Prodigal
Son returning home; the arts/aesthetics returning to “true-truth” - a term he frequently borrowed from Francis Schaeffer;
though he did not consider himself any type of “apologist” or “evangelist” he did often times note that he hoped to "help
the Christian to see Art and for the artist to see Christ." (He likened himself more to his colleague E.E. Cummings who
also alienated himself to a lesser degree from all sides due to his Christian stance and he always cited arguments for
desire, the arts, aesthetics and imagination as being more powerful arguments for the Christian God than all the scientific
ones (so if he was an apologist he was much more so from the cultural vantage point than the traditional one). It is our
hope that by relooking at his works anew, we may gain some new insights to the philosophy of a man who lived for nearly
a century and attempted to bridge Arts with that of Christian theism where he said it had always belonged.

Payens pic circa 1950s

Payens circa 1990s
"I hope to help the Christian to better see Art and for the artist to see Christ."
- Jean Santiago Payens

The
Sadly, it was less than 4 months after Payens’ death; Jake Karnes was killed in a car accident on his way to
Kansas City Missouri. Though he never completed his “Magnus-opus” on Payens and post-postmodernism, a
few of us who believed in the work of Payens and Karnes felt it necessary to pull together Karnes’ rough-draft
novella here and convey the heart behind post-postmodernism. James Stroud finished a short work on postpostmodernism called: The Philosophy of Art in the 21st Century: An Introduction to Post-postmodernism based
largely on the skeleton sketches left by Karnes. Unfortunately, there were no “lost works” of Karnes or Payens
(that we have found anyway); but keep in mind Karnes talked about an approximate 100,000-word novel vs.
this current 30,000 word novella-like rough draft he had completed that reads more like a mini-biography than it
does discussing the true conceptual analysis of Payens’ post-postmodern philosophy. Unfortunately, this and a
few notes/outlines is all that remained prior to Karnes’ untimely death. Please keep in mind that we are working
to publish both a collection of Payens’ short stories and poems but also Karnes’ works as well (specifically his
short story Kenton that Payens allegedly put on par with George MacDonald). All we can do is hope and pray
that a new generation will heed their words and seek to instill the Arts again with life and objective purpose.
Unfortunately, this unedited short manuscript/novella is all we can offer at this point but we hope the

philosophy behind post-postmodernism will continue to grow, giving artists a new sense of objective worth and
meaning within their works and more importantly in their lives.1
Rest in peace:
Jean Santiago Payens (circa 1920? - 2016)

Jake Karnes (circa 1982 - 2016)

James Edwards
Fall 2018
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If you have any information pertaining to Payens; please contact us: www.post-postmodern.org (Part of the reason we are going
public on this shortened novella-style, is the hopes that we are able to pull together some of the various works/influences of Payens
that are surely circulating somewhere. (Special thanks to the Art Gallery at Reverie (Rogers, AR) for carrying forward the concepts of
post-postmodernism in their small gallery and coffee-shop)

Chapter 1 –
The Day After Yesterday
By Jake Karnes
We’re the middle-children of history; no purpose or place. Our great war is a spiritual war; our great
depression is our lives…
Tyler Durden
It had been pissing rain all night but it had quit sometime before sunrise. I just wanted to sleep the whole day…
“It seemed harder each day to find a reason to get up; in many ways it had seemed that up until now I had been
living a ceaseless and pointless existence…” I thought to myself as I now reflected on the fact that I was closer
to 40 than 30 years old. I sighed and forced myself out of bed; I felt the anger coupled with boredom, welling up
in me for no real reason.
I always had hopes of being a writer but today there is no real sense of honor or reality or any “real” war to
write about so to speak. Such as one of the World Wars, not these little pissing-matches we call a “war” today,
so now we’re forced to invent our own wars on some politically correct bullshit or something to show how
enlightened and “woke” we supposedly are.
“Hemmingway and that generation had topics to write about that almost would have made anyone a good
writer; today it’s not that easy…” I murmured to myself as I realized I had slept in much later than I meant to
and was frantically trying to wake myself up by splashing water in my face, no time for a shower. I used to feel
mad for life, love and a form of reality but now I just wanted to finish my Master’s degree and try and recover
that “something” that now seemed lost.

My colleagues continually said that “science” has shown the arts to be obsolete; this poison, otherwise known
as “bullshit”, seems to be true even if the premises in which it is built upon is utter nonsense. If I had another
cunt tell me that: “Poetry is dead Mr. Karnes!” I was going to go postal.
I had spent the previous night with wine and Nietzsche; taking both Schopenhauer and Darwin to heart –
Nietzsche proudly declared that everything from religion to philosophy and the arts were all just desperate
attempts to paint some type of meaning to a meaningless canvas.
I did seem to be a modern-day “Roquentin”; this may have been a large part of the reason I had sought my final
thesis to focus on something, or someone, who stood against this “black-hole” of a conclusion.
“Oh well” I thought.
“Fuck it.”
I knew that science as some type of demigod was highly overrated. Maybe that is part of the reason I felt drawn
to the character of Payens in a hope to recover some meaning in my own art. It was so fucked-up that many of
my peers tried to convince me now that Shakespeare was just as much a product of “chance” as monkeys on a
keyboard so I knew I had to do something or give up the arts completely and just do the whole bullshit of trying
to make the most money I could to buy more useless shit… New York could be so much more than this; but it
seemed trapped between being a masterpiece and just another piece of mass produced bullshit.

It was now April and I was supposed to meet the old poet/philosopher Jean Payens in the hopes of
finally completing my Masters’ thesis. April use to be a sign of rebirth; a transition from Spring into Summer.
Now late Spring seemed more full of decay than did the season of Autumn. April is always the cruelest month.
New life? No. It’s the death of the last remnants of winter; fitting that April is deemed poetry month I suppose.
“What bullshit…” I said aloud as I rushed out of my apartment and walked up Christopher Street towards the
White Horse Tavern off 11th.
At least I would finally be done with this fucker and able to move on to the next chapter in my life.
“The White Horse Tavern…” I thought to myself.
I guess this old shitty bar was a fitting place to meet an old writer shrouded in more myth than fact.
As I crossed 10th I could see the sign on the corner.
The old original wooden sign was now hung on the inside to prevent any further wear.
“Can I get a buck from you sir?” an old bum asked who was sitting on the corner; somehow I had totally missed
him as I turned the corner.
I threw him a buck and walked on.
“Even the poor eat well and have their ‘Starbucks’ like every other cunt; even the great writers like Joyce,
Fitzgerald, Lewis, Kerouac, etc. were all poor and in their very ‘wanting’ seemed to give their writing a sense of
‘sharpness’; how can any of us today write about hunger if we have never felt it?” I thought to myself in the
instant after I threw the bum a buck and lit a quick smoke.

There wasn’t a bright color anywhere it seemed; all felt void and almost transparent – the weather, however,
was incredible; it was maybe 68 degrees, not a cloud in the sky and a light breeze pressed against my face. You
could almost taste the season as it was beginning to transition from Spring into Summer, but I would be
spending my Saturday interviewing this guy as the first step in completing my final remaining course that
would be over by Summer’s end “if” I completed this last project.
It was kind of odd; almost a sense of déjà vu when I first walked into the bar.
It was nothing fancy for sure; a few booths and tables and an old bar that wrapped around the corner.
I had to come here twice before for some bullshit “bohemian tour” thing for two of our courses. Funny how
they take these raw and real bars and neuter it down to a tourist attraction; I would have been just as content to
go to an Appleby’s or a fucking Chili’s.
The original door was sealed and they had old pictures of different people hung up; people that had
walked in and out of these doors since the late 19th century to today.
“Give me your house pinot” I said to the waitress.
“Damn why do I always feel so pissed…” I thought to myself.
“Moreover why was I so bored…” I hissed under my breath.
I was already annoyed by the whole thing and had practically shot the first glass of pinot before asking her to
keep them coming.
Jay and Kinney were back in town but I was stuck here at least for the afternoon.
“Where is this fucker?” I said in a whisper.
By my fourth glass at least the edge was knocked off and I felt myself begin to relax as my mind was beginning
to numb as I took a deep breath.
I stepped outside for a quick smoke and there were 3 older guys sitting outside that I hadn’t even noticed when I
came in.
“Can you believe the shit in the news today?” One of the old guys asked the other.
“Gender-free restrooms? They say if you identify as a guy or girl you might offend someone.” The other one
said in what sounded like an English accent.
“What ever happened to the human race… We teach kids there is no real ‘right or wrong’ but then we say we
cannot offend anyone because it’s ‘wrong’…” The third one said under his breath.
Now I’ll be honest; I was in my late 30s so I could give two-shits about transgender but at the same time
my outlook was basically: “Whatever the fuck rocks your boat I guess.” But at the same time I didn’t like
anyone telling me how to think or what to believe; whether for or against “gender-free” restrooms or any other
fucking thing; the old ones see it as white and the young ones as black while my middle-age generation seems
to see it as more grey (or at least we saw it as a type of “do what you gotta do but don’t get up in my face about
it”).

About that time the waitress came by and told the men: “Mr. Payens – I’m sorry but the table across the
way overheard your friends joking about gender-free restrooms and were quite offended. I know that you didn’t
mean anything by it but it’s the rules here not to offend?” she said very reluctantly almost as if she was
embarrassed to have to tell him.
“That’s alright young lady.” Payens said as he lit his pipe.
“Whatever they’re drinking tell them the next round is on me and send them our deepest apologies.” He said
calmly.
“What the hell?” One of the other old men said.
“We didn’t do a damn thing wrong; who are those teenagers to dictate to us anyway who is ‘right or wrong’
about something? When I was their age…” the old man started in as I heard the young table get their drinks and
still say: “Well those old dicks should still have to leave!”
I heard the one say in his queer and ever self-righteous/egocentric tone so fitting in 2016: “I hope they pass
those Euthanasia laws so older guys like them from a bygone dammed generation will all be dead!”
Maybe they’re right? Maybe old fuckers like these deserve to be dead if they hold to views that are not
modern I felt myself lost in thought think before snapping out of it. Truth is young douches like them were just
as annoying as the old timers to me; young people usually don’t know shit about shit because they’ve never
been too far from “mommy or daddy” but they think they’re “worldly” and “wise” because they took some
European trip funded by their douchebag parents who were never around so now trying to buy their kids’ love.
On the flip side old dudes could be too out of date from our modernity it seemed.
“But what does ‘modern’ even mean?” I thought to myself.
Oh well – fuck it.
I guess I had now found Payens. He looked in pretty good shape for someone that was supposed to be
born in the 1920s. He was wearing an old woven-style shirt (snap-buttons), long-sleeve rolled-up; gray colored
slacks; a big-ass turquoise ring of some kind and an older looking corduroy jacket. His face was somewhat
radiant but weathered with age and he wore yellow-tinted glasses. He had an old wooden (curved) pipe and was
drinking gin it appeared.
His one friend had curly-short hair, bug-eyes and was dressed quite formally; I wondered if he was
going to somewhere nice/formal afterwards, and was drinking a type of scotch or bourbon it appeared. The
other friend was much more relaxed looking; he wore a white tee-shirt and old navy blazer and denim jeans. It
looked like he was drinking red wine though I could not tell what type.
“So this was Jean Payens?” I thought to myself. Just looks like some old (naturally) “white/Caucasian”
asshole from where I’m standing I thought. I finished my smoke, shot the last of my pinot, cleared my voice and
took a deep breath.
“Jean Payens?” I asked as I stepped up to the table.

Chapter 2

“That is what some people call me son.” He said without looking up.
“You must be Jake Karnes. Please have a seat.” Payens said with a smile.
“These are my old friends Dylan and Jack. They also knew your Grandfather.”
“My Grandfather?” I asked somewhat confused in a ‘who gives a shit’ kind of attitude.
“Of course. I knew your Grandfather well, and before he died he asked me to help his grandson understand life
and the arts.” Payens said.
“Yeah my Grandpa was basically a preacher so we didn’t really have much in common; we’re just of a different
generation and time I guess.” I said with a smirk.
“A preacher?” Jack and Dylan said at the same time as they looked at each other with a laugh.
“Your Grandfather was a hell more than what I would call a ‘preacher’”. One of the gentlemen said as he took a
long hit from a cigarette he had lit as I walked up.
“Your Grandfather went from innocent, to lost, to beat, to postmodern and finally to the realization of a
semblance of ‘truth’, and he helped us within the Arts to see that reality even more than an Ezra Pound to us. So
I think I would classify him a little higher than just some damn preacher.” Payens laughed.
“Lovely… So he found Enlightenment like Buddha – good for him…” I snapped.
“Plus he was a hell of a poet.” Dylan added.
“Oh. I guess I didn’t know he did poetry.” I said as I signaled the waitress to get me another pinot.
“But anyway guys let’s stay on the point at hand if you don’t mind.” And as soon as I said it I felt kind of like a
dick for being so abrupt.
“Sure, sure kid. You are supposed to basically write a summary on why postmodernism is finally dying off and
what the next great movement to take its place will be. Moreover you need someone who has rubbed elbows

with these generations to add credibility to your account – and that is where I come in. Does that pretty much
sum it up?” Payens asked with a fairly straight face.
“Yeah that’s it. And like I said I really appreciate you doing this. I mean, I know you had said ‘no’ to
everyone else so I don’t take it for granted what a privilege this is.” I choked that half-hearted “thanks” out…
Not sure why it was so hard to be thankful but I pretty much felt hollow most of the time so this attempted
“thank you” was pretty damn good for me.
“Like I said kid, no need to thank me. It’s the least I can do for your Grandpa saving my life and all.” He
said.
“Saved your life?” I asked as I started to stand up but the 6 glasses of pinot sat me back down.
“Yeah kid I told you your Grandpa was a good man, but we’ll go more into that later. For now let’s go ahead
and move past the formalities and get to the first interview because I’m sure you have better things to do on a
gorgeous Saturday than to hang here with some old bums.” Payens said as he nudged Jack who was sitting to
his right.
“Yeah that would be great.” I said as I thought of the actual “bum” I had thrown a buck at before I had gotten
here.
“And you’re cool with the schedule we talked about kid? Five total interviews over the summer in the manner
that I dictate – right?” Payens asked as his face became quite serious and he looked right through me.
“Of course; whatever you want.” I said. “Who really gives a shit?” I thought to myself. Let’s just get this torture
over with I thought to myself.
“Another drink?” The waitress asked.
“No I think I’m more than done.” I said.
The truth was the last 2 drinks I had swallowed down before I realized was about 2 drinks too many; I
was really having to focus just to write down my notes in a blur. I was drinking too much these days; anything
to numb the pain we always said. Either way I was beyond relaxed now which was good considering how
pissed off I was coming into this dive coupled with the fact that it really was a damn lucky-draw to get Payens
to help me with this project; his name alone would be enough to get me into a decent PhD program if I wished,
let alone complete my Masters.
“Okay kid. Let’s go through your first set of questions, like we discussed on the phone, and then we’ll call it a
day. I wanted Jack and Dylan here for this first one just because they may remember things that have since
slipped my mind.” Payens smiled.
“Alright let’s start with the easy ones: Name, date and place of birth:” I asked.
“Jean Santiago Payens. I was told I was from Chiapas Mexico, though I grew up mostly in Spain and
then moved to the United States. As you know the date of birth has been subject to debate but it seems
somewhere in the early 1920s.” He said.
“So you’re somewhere over 90 years old?” I said, still somewhat aloof.

He actually looked worn physically but he didn’t seem feeble or weak at all; moreover, his eyes seemed bright
and somewhat unassuming yet alert.
“More or less.” Jack interjected.
“Okay question two: There seems to be more myth than facts around you and your group of friends, so
were you guys really poets, artists, philosophers, and all that rolled up into one? And if so how were you able to
make heads or tails of which one you really were since, no offense, but you’re usually one or two things but not
several.” I stated poignantly.
“Says who?” Dylan commented as he kicked back a shot of what I think was a double-Chivas.
“Well I guess you could be a great poet and a great jazz player; or a great boxer and a great baseball player but
those type things are rare – right? So, I guess a better question would be: What the hell were you guys doing
back then to give your life some sort of purpose? After all a lot of people today think your generation had all the
fucking answers to the questions that plague us today.” I said with a bit of bravado, partially brought on by the
booze and part by me just being pissed at my own life I think.
“Now you hit the nail on the head kid.” Payens said as he reclined back in the chair and took another couple of
hits on the old pipe he had with him.
I could feel myself getting pissed again as he took his time… Life is 100mph and without any real
purpose but since I’m young and they’re old I have to smile and act like “they are so wise” when the truth is I
just want to scream.
I lit a cigarette and said: “Please go on.”
“Do you like jazz?” Payens asked.
“I don’t know…” I said impatiently.
“To be honest it’s hard to follow and it’s kind of boring – it has no set rhythm and it’s all over the map; so to be
honest I’m not a huge fan; it never seems to resolve.” I said firmly.
“You can’t force jazz to be something it’s not; in the same way you can’t force life to be something it’s not.
One of the reasons your generation is so damn lost if because you have lost all conceptual understanding of
objectivity. ‘Boring?’ Seriously?” Payens stated quite plainly.
“Whoa, whoa, whoa. You knew Hemmingway, Kerouac, Hawkes; you basically lived and breathed
through those 3 generations in some form and I think we all know those generations were the ‘lost’ ones.” I said
with a bit of shock. I wanted to say the “the most fucked up” generation but I bit my tongue.
“Each of those generations, with maybe the exception of Hawkes, still had a sense of truth though.” Payens
said.
“In other words, 2+2=4 and in the same way the arts, literature, and our very lives have objective meaning to
them; this gave all those generations you mention a sense of purpose, morality, and honor that is missing in
your own generation that thinks every truth is relative but then they’re the biggest bunch of protesting pansies
that I have ever seen; if it’s relative then why give a shit?”

Jack, Dylan and I were talking about this earlier actually and we all agreed that it is this generation that truly
seems ‘lost’. Is it true that ‘a rose by any other name is still a rose?’ In the same manner, so to it is with arts and
truth it would seem.” Payens said with a sense of hollowness in his voice.
“I gotta take a piss.” I said as I stumbled back into the bar, past the bar and into the old bathroom there
that basically had a swinging door so that anyone who walked in basically ran head-long into you taking a piss.
“Who were these guys?” I thought. I needed to finish my final project and this was basically a guaranteed “A” if
I didn’t fuck it up but the more I talked to them the more pissed I got; I almost felt like I was born in the wrong
era or something? Literature mirrors its time I suppose, and the 20th century provides no easy answers as the
world went through two world wars and divorced itself from God, for lack of a better word. The 20th century
artists or writers never offered, as earlier ones had, a coherent vision of life, a logical order that overarches and
explains the contradictions of their own time let alone my time and I guess this is what they were meaning by
“objective truth”. These 20th century writers, from start to finish, always reflect some type of fragmentation; yet
they do sometimes offer certain moments of insight and solace I suppose.
I took a deep breath, washed my hands and stopped back by the bar for one more pinot as I was feeling
myself sobering up a bit too much.
“Sorry about that guys. Please continue where we were.” I said with a forced smile.
“Where did Dylan and Jack go?” I asked.
“Their time was done so they had to go home.” Payens said.
“You had originally asked about my friends’ and my life and then we went a little off track. But we’ll get more
into my past a little later. For now let’s get back to your thesis’ heart; namely that of post-postmodernism or
what the hells to come after this postmodern milieu that we’re all stuck in.” Payens said slowly.
“Part of the reason we quizzed you a little about your own generation was that one legacy I’d like to leave for
you to take into your generation is to help recover an objectivity within your writing and the arts all together. In
other words if everything is subjective, relativistic bullshit then you will find no purpose in any of the arts,
writing or life itself. No honor and no respect; killing someone is no different than helping them and that’s
exactly the direction the worlds headed seems like.” Payens said straightforwardly.
I didn’t interrupt.
“So I will be honest with you… I am going to help you but I want you to help me and moreover help yourself
and the next generation recover a sense of truth and just being alive in general because this whole: ‘life is
pointless and we don’t want to offend anyone’ is getting beyond fucked-up. And I don’t think the arts can take
much more of it. The last group I taught half of them quit their arts because they said at the bottom of it all there
really wasn’t a point to any of it.” as Payens said this he looked out toward the street.
There was a bit of a pause as he seemed distracted watching the people walk by; meanwhile I was biting
my tongue trying not to scream that it was “2016 not 1916 so snap out of it!” I felt myself getting antsy as he
watched the people walking by and I was out of wine… I took a deep breath and tried to focus; I then looked in

the same direction he was. There were a bunch of different people walking by; some were having their pictures
taken outside of the White Horse. They were skinny guys with pins in place to hold the creases in their shirts;
apparently some fucking model bullshit… Other than that there were people on bikes, cars (that always seemed
to find a reason to honk), and people walking dogs and all the other mundane activities we fill our lives with in
to assume we’re actually fucking alive… I felt myself wanting to smash the wine glass in my hand but I
resisted…
“I am honored but I don’t think I’m quite up to par with carrying such a torch into the future; this is your
puppy.” I said with a smirk in reference to his commentary on post-postmodernism.
“I’m too old and this isn’t my burden to carry any longer. Besides you’re a damn good poet yourself.” Payens
said.
I was actually somewhat flattered that he had read anything I had written. I didn’t have the heart to tell
him that I hadn’t written in a while because I too saw it as a somewhat pointless exercise. Not to mention I had
been all but convinced by friends and peers alike that the arts, like my poetry, was more or less a waste of time.
“So what exactly is this notion of ‘post-postmodern’ that you cooked-up all about? I know that you are
considered one of the originators of trying to bring some sense of ‘objectivity’ and meaning back to the arts and
literature but without all the religious shit, but for the most part it never really caught on did it? I mean, aren’t
we still in a post-modern era?” I asked.
“Most people are relativist when it comes to literature, religion or coffee; but they’re damn sure not relativistic
or ‘postmodern’ when it comes to reading a bottle of poison for that of medicine and we’ve all long known this.
It’s time we moved past this charade of postmodern/relativistic sea. I have long worried that further loss of
objectivity would lead us in a spiraling chaos where up meant down, good was evil, evil was good, and now
man is woman, woman is man, helping is hurting and hurting is helping; it’s all a cancer and the arts will be the
first fatality of it all. I could give two-shits if you want to dress as a girl or say you’re a chicken but don’t delude
yourself into actually believing it.” Payens scoffed as he handed me a newspaper.
“What’s this?” I asked.
“Read the headline!” he barked.
“Poetry month in New York City – Will this be the last one as poetry dies away?” I repeated.
“It basically goes on to celebrate the death of poetry, literature and all meaning within the arts because there is
no meaning in anything based on 21st century man’s assessment!” Payens almost yelled in disgust.
“These newspapers are always printing some type bullshit; I wouldn’t take it too serious.” I said as I could feel
my buzz starting to return.
“Don’t you understand son, they’re right. Without some type of foundational truth there really is no point to
anything and that is why I am so passionate about the subject as well as helping you to look at the arts and your
own writing in an objective way; not this bullshit you’ve probably been taught in school around a secular
foundation built on quicksand.” Payens said as he took another drink.

“Can I have a smoke?” Payens asked.
“Uh, yeah, sure.” I passed him a light.
“Thanks. I’m out of pipe tobacco.” Payens said.
“I have seen a lot of good artists quit art because they said there is no point to any of it; I’ve also known too
many artists who kill themselves when they felt there was no absolute purpose to their lives. It’s all bullshit
because postmodernism is a fraud and that’s why we have to move beyond it. Hell… I never would have
thought I’d live to see the 21st century let alone that postmodern and relativism would be alive and well… And
the whole notion of ‘political correctness’ is as much of an oxymoronic, relativistic bag of crap as I could have
ever imagined.” Payens scowled.
I was actually feeling pretty relaxed as we talked even though we had not made near the progression I
had hoped to by this point as far as my interview questions were concerned.
“Many western writers throughout our century questioned the very basis of literature but they continued to
write. The arts they produced were diverse, difficult, fragmented, and highly personal. It provided passing
moments of insight, but not like the coherent visions of Dante, Shakespeare or Tolstoy but fragmented or not it
still spoke around a concept of true reality. But after WW2 and especially as we honed in on Vietnam this
whole postmodern shit sunk in and now I can take a shit and call it art because there is no objective base there
anymore… Perhaps it is out of such moments that, eventually, a new vision will be created and you can help
light the fuse Jake.” Payens told me in as he never seemed to blink an eye.
“I think we have made a pretty good first acquaintance Jake.” Payens said abruptly.
“I tell you what. I know a couple of young poets who are doing a reading off a little place on 2 nd and 4th next
week. I want you to go with me for our next interview, then we’re going to a little bar that is having a jazz
ensemble since I know how you love jazz.” Payens smiled.
“I don’t know… I was thinking maybe we could just meet in the park or at Starbucks or something next time?”
I somewhat annoyingly asked.
“Fuck that!” Payens said somewhat harshly.
“We’ll cut to the chase next week and I’ll answer all the nosey questions you’re wanting to know. This first one
was more of a feeling out for both of us I think. It’s getting late enough now that I’m sure you have big plans on
a Saturday evening so get out of here and meet me there next Friday at 7pm.” Payens said as he got up and put
on a light jacket that was lying on the chair next to him.
“Okay… I guess… But wait, do you have a number or what is this place called?” I asked.
“Just meet me on 2nd and 4th next Friday.” Payens said.
And just like that he stood up, put his jacket on and a cab pulled up almost in unison and he disappeared down
Hudson Street.
“What an odd meeting…” I thought.

Chapter 3

As I left the White Horse I quickly made my way towards Bleecker St to the Minetta where Jay and Kinney
were meeting me.
The three of us were a type of “agnostic-trinity” (one might say) to a sliver of a generation lost somewhere
between post-modern and pre-modern; we all three were both lost and, yet found, as far as the arts were
concerned at least. At least we thought we were. We each brought a piece to a puzzle that had always seemed to
be missing within our lives as well as the arts; we had just never been able to find any other pieces outside of
our own.
“Shit… I’m already an hour late.” I thought to myself as I almost got hit by some dumbass cyclist when
crossing Downing. They are worse than any cab driver; they not only think they have the rights of a pedestrian
but also of a car - dumbasses…
I walked into the Minetta and it was already damn busy.
I quickly spotted Jay talking to some girl as usual; about a minute later I saw Kinney sipping on his usual white
wine at the end of bar.
Kinney was basically a free-spirited modern-day hippy who played the snare drum and top hat in a little jazz
band and who was a pretty damn good mixed-media artist though he was usually too lazy to do much with it.
Jay was a total playboy; he occasionally played base guitar and was the best natural artist of the three of us
(mostly oil but sometimes acrylic) though he rarely had the focus or discipline these days to stick with it (or
anything). A good guy really but he’d screw about anything that walked.
“Sorry I’m late dude.” I said.
“No worries. Were you with some queer?” Kinney snarked.

“I guess you could say that. I met the old artist Payens at the White Horse and did the first part of my project.” I
said.
“The White Horse? What a dump. Why did he want to meet you there?” Kinney asked.
“I don’t know; I didn’t ask? Maybe because it’s old like him. Damn dude – you wreak of weed.” I said.
“Fuck you.” Kinney said with a glazed look in his eyes. He was obviously high as a kite.
“So what is old Jay up to?” I asked.
“Oh you know Jay… I think he’s getting bored with pussy because he was flirting with a bunch of queers when
I got here about an hour ago.” Kinney said.
We really didn’t care about such things; straight/gay/trans – whatever floats your boat we always said –
just don’t force your agenda on someone else in a-typical “1990s” etiquette.
“Well I can’t say I’m surprised. Anyone who is as good looking and at the same time a ‘player’ as old Jay-boy
is bound to go both ways.” I said with a laugh.
“You want a drink?” the waitress asked.
“Hell yeah – can you bring me a bottle of your house pinot?” I asked.
“Sure thing. Is Provocateur okay?” she asked.
“Yeah that will work I guess.” I said.
Provocateur is definitely not the best pinot but at $21 per bottle it was the cheapest; and it really wasn’t
that bad.
About that time Jay came over with some dark-haired girl.
“What’s going on my brother?” Jay said as he tried to act all “suave” and give me a 90s style clasp of the hand
in a high-five motion.
“Just living the dream.” I said.
“You were with dudes earlier and now chicks?” Kinney commented as his white wine was starting to kick in.
“Who gives a shit? Dudes/chicks it’s all the same.” Jay said with a smile.
Jay was as smooth as ice but as dependable as a “Dean Moriarty”; in other words Jay looked out for Jay.
“So what are we doing tonight?” Kinney asked.
“We have been invited to about 5 different parties already so we have those as a fallback plan if all else fails”
Jay said with his usual smile.
“I want to get laid and smoke some pot” Kinney said emphatically.
“You mean ‘more’ pot?” I asked indignantly.
Kinney slapped me on the back of the neck.
“Let’s go over to Washington Park for a few.” Jay said.
“Washington park?” Kinney and I both said at the same time.
“Are we in fucking college again?” Kinney asked as he “shot” the last of his white wine.
“Who gives a shit?” Jay said with a smile.

“We’ll see what’s going on, get Kinney some weed and see what’s happening tonight.” Jay said.
Jay usually did end up being the leader even though he would usually disappear at some point in the night and
Kinney and I would end up shooting the breeze, or playing pool, until he showed up at some point after his
night’s conquest.
“Alright… fuck it, let’s go.” Kinney said.
Washington Park was a stone’s throw from Minette. The college kids’ “savior” Bernie Sanders had just left so
everyone was in a “Bernie is going to save us” mentality when we got there.
About the time we got there Jay said he’d be “right back” and disappeared with the Hispanic girl he had been
talking to earlier and some of her friends.
“Fucking Jay…” Kinney said with a bit of disgust.
“He only looks out for Jay.” He continued.
“Screw it. We’re not waiting around for his dumbass so let’s do our own thing and he can catch up later.” I said.
This was pretty normal for our usual outings.
Kinney and I got some a quarter-sack of weed from some wannabe hippy by the fountain and just sat down near
the grass and watched everyone.
“Can you believe these people?” Kinney asked almost philosophically.
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“I don’t know… we’re about 30 and we might as well be 100 compared to this generation.” Kinney said.
Oddly he had drunk a bottle of cheap chardonnay and smoked at least 2 rolls, but oddly he seemed almost
completely sober now.
“You know it’s funny you mention that.” I said as I took a long hit while simultaneously almost forgetting what
I was going to even say.
“I met with the old guy Payens earlier today, right? Well dude is like 90 and asked some really good questions I
thought.” I commented.
“Like what?” Kinney asked in doubt.
“Well… Just that this generation is kind of fucked-up and lost I guess? I mean… His generation was lost after
the world wars and all that… but… I mean…” I tried to explain though my words were getting mixed up.
“What the hell are you saying?” Kinney finally said in response to my mumblings.
“Damn… I’d give my soul for a joint about now…” Kinney said apathetically.
“Look around dude. Is it normal (within history) for our generation to have fucking-storage units to house all
the extra shit we have; has any generation ever had such a cancer of being too damn affluent? We may only be
in our 30s but look at the majority of these kids who are closer to 20; they make us look wise and put together
even though we’re pretty fucked-up in all honesty. You of all people should understand that our ‘escape through
drugs’ was as outdated as positivism was - so why do we choose to repeat such an outdated ideologies? You’d
think your old hero Leary was still relevant preaching LSD to expand our minds.” I stated coldly.

“We’re all fucked-up; big deal.” Kinney said apathetically.
“And Leary was right!” Kinney grinned.
“No you’re not getting it… I write short stories and poems and you paint, right?” I asked.
“But does any of it have any real meaning?” I asked as I was now high as a kite.
“What do you mean by ‘real’?” Kinney asked.
“You know: Independent of anyone else’s opinion. In other words 2+2=4 is true regardless of who believes it or
that the Jewish Holocaust was wrong, etc.” I said.
“Well yeah on the ‘2+2=4’ part but no on the Holocaust.” Kinney said.
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“Well… You and I believe the holocaust was wrong and all that shit, but that’s just our opinion of course.”
Kinney said somewhat straight-forwardly as if it was as simple as all that.
“Wait a minute…” I said somewhat puzzled.
“So you’re saying in your own agnosticism that you see nothing wrong with genocide?” I asked somewhat
shocked. After all none of us was religious but we weren’t dumb enough to be atheists either.
“Well… Survival of the fittest; so since we’re all here by chance and just freak-luck there really can’t be any
type of ‘right/wrong’ in the ‘absolute’ sense that you ‘philosophers’ use, so while 2+2=4 may be true, morality
or my own art work is just subjective and without any real meaning. But if you believe the holocaust and shit is
wrong then of course it is wrong for you.” Kinney said in a cold calculated manner.
I didn’t really say anything in response. This brief conversation had not only ended my buzz/high instantly but
had also confirmed some of what Payens had said earlier it seemed.
“Did we really believe such bullshit?” I wondered?
About that time Jay showed back up with a parade of new devotees.
“You guys ready to party?” Jay asked in an almost authoritarian manner.
“Sure… Why not?” I said somewhat apathetically.
“What’s his deal?” Jay asked Kinney.
“Oh who knows… You know those poets and philosophers; they’re always depressed about something.”
Kinney said in a nerdy fashion as he took a hit from under the table and quickly chased it with more cheap
white wine.
“Why do you drink that shitty wine?” Jay asked.
“It’s more sophisticated and sets me apart.” Kinney said with a sheepish grin.
We then left and followed Jay who always led even if it was to nowhere.
We ended up only four blocks from Washington Square, where Jay had convinced us there was some party that
we just “couldn’t afford to miss”.
Though we were all in our 30s the majority of people that came with us from Washington square were maybe
20 and even though 10-15 years doesn’t sound like much it might as well have been a millennia. The kids 20

years old were so fucking confused they would jump on any trend and sign their lives away for a little bit of
peace and tranquility. They had lost all understanding of any form of truth and instead would jump on whatever
bandwagon was popular that particular day; they seemed to have lost any real ability to think on their own.
Though I was far from being of the mindset of a “Payens” I could somewhat relate to his points on being a
“Lost” generation. Kinney and I often times gave Jay shit about the fact that the only reason he always ended up
dragging us to this park was because it was one of the few places where we were “Kings” among mindless
peasants. He’d usually just laugh and then disappear in some orgy with them to make himself feel “real” or
“alive” for a few moments; tonight would probably be no different.
The sun was just now setting.
“You guys want to go to the House and get a burger?” Kinney asked. (The House served an incredible burger
though it was a bit pricy; most college kids couldn’t afford it so it at least made us feel more “adult”).
“Hell no!” Jay said coldly.
“We’re meeting up with some people to go party.” Jay said confidently.
About that time five 19-20 year old girls showed up with a couple of queer guys, or “transgender” (who knows
the difference these days), and Jay disappeared in the growing darkness with them; looking back only briefly to
see if we were coming.
“You want to go?” I asked Kinney.
“Fuck no…” Kinney said in disgust.
“Jay is numb to life:” Kinney commented apathetically.
I was just thinking to myself that we’re numb to everything too; it is amazing how every motherfucker I
know will change with whatever is ‘hip/cool/politically correct’ in 2016… Even some of my decent friends
(Jack and Molly) will jump on whatever fucking bandwagon happens to be ‘cool’ today it seems; fucking
disgusting if you want to know the truth… I at least had respect for the guys like Jay who had the balls, though
not common sense, to cross the street without worrying about what someone would think about it… Jack and
Molly were living proof; they were from Iowa of all places, that staying in Manhattan too long would warp the
weak. Thankfully I was not one of the weak or easily manipulated I hoped…
All at once I thought I’d test some of the things Payens had commented on, so I asked Kinney:
“And do you think that is ‘wrong?’” I asked Kinney almost half-baked.
“What the fuck you mean ‘wrong?’” Kinney retorted.
“You know… Like, you think there are such things as ‘right & wrong’?” I asked.
“You mean objectively?” Kinney asked.
I was floored. How the hell did Kinney even know what “objective” even meant, let alone use it in a sentence
questioning me?
“Yeah… Do you think there are any objective truths?” I half-heartedly asked.

Kinney seemed to be somewhat lost within the question; having neither booze nor joint to turn to he almost
looked as if he was stuck between answering the question and running away.
“Well… Yeah I guess some shit really is right or wrong.” He finally said.
“Why?” I asked rhetorically.
“Have you ever read James Joyce’s Ulysses?” Kinney asked somewhat out of context.
“Ugh… Well… Yeah I read it – why?” I asked confusedly.
“It’s kind of fucked up isn’t it?” Kinney retorted.
“If there really isn’t any type of objectivity then we’re all pretty much like that story of utter nonsense.” Kinney
stated.
I just laughed.
Damn… Kinney was sounding more enlightened than me tonight… Odd how a little bit of dope and wine can
sometimes snap someone out of delusion and back into reality and then just as quickly pull them back down.
About that time Kinney commented: “Let’s get out of here.”
We walked back toward Think Coffee on Mercer and both decided, somewhat out of disgust, to get iced
espresso and sit outside to collect our thoughts. We got there right before they closed at 11.
“Do you ever feel like our lives are worth absolutely nothing?” I finally asked Kinney.
“What’s with you tonight and all the morose shit?” Kinney asked before answering: “I don’t know? I guess our
lives are just as worthy as the next fool.” Kinney said as he sipped on his coffee.
“Maybe I’m delusional, but the Payens guy I’m doing my project on said that our generation was more lost than
perhaps any other because unlike all others we had lost any type of basis based on objective, or absolute, truth?”
I said as I too sipped my coffee.
Kinney didn’t immediately answer. Instead we both lit up a smoke, him weed, me tobacco, and we watched the
random people walk by that beautiful April evening. Finally Kinney broke the silence.
“I think there really is a God”. Kinney said.
I was shocked. We never really talked about such things before.
“I have studied various origin theories and the naturalistic ones are the least possible; they are more against
science than even the religions about the universe resting on a turtle’s back and shit.” He said as his eyes glazed
over.
Kind of a shame; I was enjoying such insight from him that I had never really talked about but now
Kinney was in a far off place as the drugs numbed-down his mind. About that time Jay showed up. He seemed
to always disappear and then miraculously show-up even though we never had no clue how he found us.
“Where the hell did you boys go?” Jay asked.
He was obviously quite drunk. Believe it or not Jay really was a damn good artist; but he rarely painted now and
even more rarely talked about it.

“We’re not interested in meeting up with 20 years old anymore; we have absolutely nothing in common.”
Kinney stated plainly.
“So now you guys are no longer interested in sex with a few fine women and having some fun?” he said with a
smile as he ordered a triple-shot; he knew one of us would end up paying for, and then sat down.
Jay had a weird charisma about him; though the coffee shop was busy (and now closed) the barista left the
counter to deliver Jay his 3-shots with a smile. He shot it before it even had time to cool and then asked:
“Are you queers ready to go?”
“Where are we going?” I asked.
“Let’s go up to the Pony Bar.” He said.
“I really don’t want to go that far uptown.” I said.
“Can’t we just sit here and shoot the shit for once?” I asked.
“Shit… Alright. What do you want to do; just sit here like some old dudes sipping our coffee and be in bed by
midnight?” Jay asked with a bit of snobbery.
“Jay – why don’t you paint more?” I asked bluntly.
“Hell I don’t know; who cares? Let’s go!” he stated bluntly.
“No I’m serious; I’m just curious? Kinney just stated that God gives him meaning and I was just curious about
you?” I asked.
“I said that?” Kinney asked in confusion.
Kinney was so high now he wouldn’t have known what he had said a minute ago let alone on a serious topic…
“Yeah, yeah… Whatever floats your boat.” Jay said.
“No I’m serious. Do you guys think God is real?” I said somewhat frustrated.
“Who cares?” Jay stated.
“Why are you getting so religious?” Kinney asked.
“It’s nothing… I just meant… I’m a poet, you’re a painter and Kinney is a musician but if there is no God it’s
all kind of pointless right?” I asked somewhat confusedly.
You could tell Jay and Kinney had already checked-out. About that time a car pulled up with the girls that Jay
had disappeared with earlier.
“Looks like our ride is here boys!” Jay shouted as he climbed in the back.
Kinney quickly finished his drink and got into the car.
“You’re going to?” I asked Kinney.
“Why not? Might as well end the day getting a blow right?” Kinney said with a smile.
“You coming?” Jay asked.
“I think I’ll pass this time.” I said.

They all laughed. One of the gay guys was with them; Jay just yelled back: “It’s all the same!” I guess in
a postmodern world he was kind of right. I kept thinking about the conversation I had with Payens earlier and
screwing some random generic chicks was not going to make me feel any better, at least tonight.
I watched them drive off.
I took my time finishing my coffee over the next 20 or so minutes. The people flowed by like water. I never
really understood why people said New Yorkers were jerks. Whether or not we had anything in common we
were all in this together I thought as I took a long drag.
I walked home and felt both peace and emptiness all at once it seemed.
I wrote 5 poems that night and though I knew better they felt like they really did mean something.

Ode to the Libertine Judge
What is the libertine judge?
The libertine is devoid of moral restraints.
Let us enjoy life and say “fuck” the future…
What can it hurt? There is no god; life is but chance – right?
So what can it hurt to throw off the shackles of limits; of restraints; of sin?
Pleasure is all that matters; is all that has any objective meaning I hope?
But… What if I’m wrong? What if the Enlightenment was the ones fucked and wrong?
What if… I’m wrong? What if God exists with a capital “G”?
Not the god of the pluralists who say “all paths lead to the same conclusion”?
[What a crock of shit]
What if Sade and Wilmot and Depp are wrong?!
What if Abraham, Solomon, Micah and John were all right?!
What if Jesus is who He said He was?!
What is my life?!
In our days we had no King… We all did that which was right in our own eyes…

It was around 2am. For whatever reason I was disgusted by the image I saw in the mirror; by the taste of wine in
my mouth. I passed out probably around 3am; without rhyme or reason – just because. “What the fuck does it
matter anyway?” I laughed as I passed out on the wrap-around sofa in my studio-apartment.

Chapter 4

As odd as it sounds, and out of character, I went to church; Trinity on Wall-Street, the next day.
Episcopalians are generally pretty boring and numb but I found myself going there for some odd reason.
Though I promised to never use religion as a crutch to give myself any kind of meaning; I realized that
spirituality has purpose but organized-religion I had never been a fan. (And trust me this is no: “I found religion
and therefore you should too!” type hypocritical nonsense)
I met Sasha there. She was just a good friend and fellow artist that I respected and, at least somewhat
trusted. She was a little older than myself (maybe 38) and I had always found comfort in our discussions.
Usually our discussions centered around our mutual common ground surrounding the arts; but once in a while
we enjoyed a discussion on purpose and meaning and all that shit. She had somewhat tanned/darker skin but
since she didn’t know her real parents so she really didn’t know what her ethnicity was and more surprising she
never cared to find out.
Though her adoptive parents were Roman Catholic, she had found more fulfillment in the Anglican
Church; or Episcopalian – whatever you want to call it (I honestly don’t know, nor care to know the difference).
We had discussed this before in some detail, and though I felt Anglicanism was a weaker branch of Christianity;
I did always find some weird comfort in discussing these things with her, at least in passing.2
I showed up during their earlier service, which was the one she always showed up for, and met her in the foray.
“What’s up party-girl?” I asked with a smile as she walked in. I had actually beat her there for once.
“Oh hey!” She said with a smile.
She had always been a little corky though she wasn’t dumb by any means; actually she was quite
intelligent though you wouldn’t know it if you didn’t know her.

2

At this point I could probably be best described as an agnostic with leanings toward deism.

She looked at me a little untrusting before asking: “What’s your deal (dill), pickle?”
“Ha, ha. Funny. So shall we take a seat?” I asked.
She just rolled her eyes in a bit of a condescending way since she knew I wasn’t really religious per se.
We sat down and before long the service started. I repeated everything on the program; when it was time to
“stand/sit/repeat/pray, etc.”, took Eucharist and then figured I would do something like watch sports the rest of
the day; sports that I ironically cared nothing about but usually watched because everyone else did. I honestrly
tried to pray but as usual all I heard was silence; utter silence. I guess God is sleeping I thought to myself; him
or me one at least.
“So… What did you think of the service?” Sasha asked rhetorically.
“I don’t know… Same old thing I guess? I mean… The black guy with shaven head and earrings that did the
service seemed genuine and all and I loved his heavy Nigerian accent; I don’t doubt the peoples’ faith or
anything, but… You guys kind of just repeat the same stuff based more on tradition than real ‘feeling’ isn’t it?”
I asked.
“Well… Yeah, that’s true to a degree obviously. But… I think we still have to have some type of foundation, or
base, in which we can build our faith upon.” Sasha said after some pondering, or what seemed like deepthinking, as we exited the church and walked thru the small cemetery right outside of it.
“This land is worth millions if not billions; shouldn’t your church donate it to the poor?” I asked with a smirk.
She just smiled back. Though I had never looked at her that way, she really was a handsome and intelligent
woman.
“Let’s grab some falafel or something at one of the food trucks down the way.” She said as we walked through
the graveyard and back up to Broadway.
I respected few people and even less women; but Sasha had always been one that commanded respect without
ever asking for it. In many ways she seemed as wise as Payens though she was 50 years his junior. Nonetheless
I couldn’t ever understand her faith; her art however seemed to, without question, be built upon a very firm
foundation and that is really what I wanted to talk to her about today…
There were always a few food trucks in the same area (just down from Trinity) where the so-called “occupy
Wall-street” bullshit took place. She got a falafel sandwich and I got some type of halal gyro.
“Do you know what halal is?” Sasha asked.
“No not really. Like kosher, right?” I asked.
“It’s not important.” She said.
We sat down and didn’t really say anything for a few minutes.
“Have you met with the old poet yet?” She finally asked.
“Oh, you mean Payens. Yes met with him yesterday morning I guess it was.”
“And…” she said.
I laughed.

“Well… He kind of reminds me of you in a weird way.” I said.
“Me? How so?” She exasperatedly asked.
“He kept alluding to there being ‘objective’ or absolute meaning and truth in the arts otherwise it’s all just
bullshit. Sounded like the same jargon you’ve told me when I asked you what gives you meaning or purpose to
your arts.” I said as I took a huge bite.
She sat her food down, paused for just a moment as if she was really thinking about what she was going to say,
and then simply commented: “Well… I guess it is what it is, but question: Do you have any real reason to think
that I’m delusional?”
“What? No, I mean, of course not; why ask such a thing?” I retorted.
“Well it seems like the majority of artists thru history, Payens and myself all believe that our lives and art has
some real and true meaning; obviously all the artists thru history have differed on who or what ‘God’ is, but
they all have agreed that god was a necessity otherwise we’re just all accidents and byproducts of chance and
evolution – right? So for basically all of human history mankind has believed this and now the last century
humans in Europe and the United States decided that all of history was wrong but they are right, even though
there is no such thing as ‘right’. Don’t you think that is a bit arrogant?” She calmly stated.
Sasha’s voice was almost hypnotic in many ways; it was never forced but more focused and designed than the
‘jazz-like’ sporadic speech of most.
Sasha never got upset or talked shit about anyone or anything; she truly walked the walk at least as far as I
could tell.
“I guess that’s fair.” I finally said uncomfortably as I no longer liked where the conversation had lead.
“Have you ever read Orson Well’s 1984?” she asked.
“No – not really but I know what it’s about.” I said.
She smiled.
“So do you think 2+2 could equal something other than 4?” She asked in her hypnotic way.
I just ignored the rhetorical question; easier than trying to grapple with it.
We finished eating and walked down by the Federal Hall Memorial down Wall Street. Sasha pointed at the
Washington statue and said:
“Even Washington, Jefferson and other Enlightenment thinkers seemed to know that to divorce oneself from
God entirely would lead into a life of absolute relativism where nothing would have any type of foundation and
then possibly nihilism? So even though they were deists they still maintained an objective base to their lives.”
She was always looking for various ways to throw-in something about her faith for me to supposedly have to
contemplate upon.
“Isn’t a ‘Christian deist’ a bit of an oxymoron?” I asked with a smile.

“Yes. It is 100% a contradiction of terms but either way, they maintained a sense of objectivity. Now come with
me with really quick I want to show you something.” She changed the subject entirely and now we were
walking towards Battery Park.
“It seems like all the Christians are about as hypocritical as anyone else; that tells me more about their religion
than the reason behind it.” I said with a bit of a smirk, though I knew my “genetic-fallacy” would probably be
ignored by her (which it was…).
“Are you still hanging out with Jay and Kinney?” She asked out of nowhere.
“Jay is a madman; yet I empathize with him in some ways – stuck between one generation and the next and
maybe one or two others somewhere between, I really do feel for him.” She said almost as if she was just
thinking to herself.
“So what now; you’re going to show me the Statue of Liberty and how it gives us ‘true-truth’?” I asked with a
laugh as I tried to change the subject a bit.
“No smart-ass!” she grinned. She never usually even said anything on the verge of being vulgar or profane so
she always laughed when and if she ever did.
“You’re questions just tie in beautifully with one of my latest pieces and it is in the Holocaust Museum down
here.” She said.
“It is? Well why the hell didn’t you tell me sooner and I would have gotten the guys together to come down and
tell you what was wrong with it!” I laughed.
Sasha was from Oklahoma City I believe, though she spent her teenage years in Tulsa (or vice-versa)
before going to NYU for college and then staying in the New York City area ever since, but recently had shared
the news that she was going to return to teach art history somewhere there.
We walked inside the museum, went thru security, and then walked through a few rooms before we came to a
medium-size portrait of a woman playing a piano.
“So you did this? Doesn’t really look like your style.” I said. It really wasn’t anything great I thought to myself.
She laughed.
“No silly – I’m not Jewish so they probably wouldn’t even allow one of my works to be in here. I just helped
advise the artist who is a friend of mine and pose at a piano to give her a scale-model to work from.” She just
smiled as usual.
“My point is that this work is of Alice Herz-Sommer who was a Jewish pianist who survived the concentration
camps; she died just two years ago at the age of 110.”
“110?!” I blurted out not meaning to interrupt her; hell that makes Payens look like a damn kid I thought.
She looked at the painting and didn’t really say much for maybe 30 seconds. Then she said:
“Do you think the holocaust was wrong?”
“Oh geez… The same question I asked Kinney just yesterday; are you two working together to try and convert
me or something?” I laughed.

She wasn’t laughing; instead she just had a very slight smile on her face so I could tell she was being serious so
I knew I needed to not be a dick. I sometimes forgot and treated her just like one of the guys instead of the lady
that she truly was and deserved to be treated as.
“I’m sorry. Yes I do think the Holocaust was wrong; and before you ask it ‘Yes’ – I do think it was absolutely
wrong, objectively wrong, and whatever other kind of ‘wrong’ you want to ask me about concerning it.” I stated
seriously as well as apologetically.
She didn’t follow it up with any other questions asserting that that would somehow meant “god” existed or
anything; instead she just smiled and locked her arm in mine, like you see “gentleman” walking “ladies” in the
movies of the past when etiquette still meant something I suppose, and we walked through the rest of the
museum.
As we were leaving, her arm still locked in mine, we walked along the waterfront and sat down on a bench. I
was dry as a bone so grabbed us a couple of waters from a vendor and we just sat there and enjoyed the
moment.
“I wonder what they will be taught about the arts?” She asked while nodding her head in the direction of a
group of kids playing.
“Who knows?” I stated coldly as I scooted a little away from her putting some space between us on the bench.
“I’d like for you to come see me sometime in Oklahoma if you get bored Jake. It really has a rich history to it
and it is hardly the ‘jungle’ you make it out to be.” She said.
“Sure, sure. You guys probably have paved roads there right?” I said as I hit her shoulder with mine. I had been
on the road for years so was well aware that Oklahoma had some decent size cities.
“I think getting out of the city and into the country where you see miles of fields and forests is sometimes
needed; it’s almost therapeutic.” She said as she looked down.
“But you’re going to miss the concrete-forests and fields here girl!” I yelled sarcastically.
“Well… I should be going. I’m meeting some church friends. Call me and I hope to see you at church next
Sunday.” She said with a dimmed glow.
We hugged and went our own ways. Man she was always so happy and easy to talk to, but definitely could
never see myself getting romantically involved just because she was too euphoric. Maybe just too religious I
guess, authentic or not she was a dying breed.
The rest of the week blew by with me working my generic job as a part-time financial analyst off 55th. I
was promised once I was finished with my Masters that I’d be given a nice full-time position with a nice salary,
blah, blah, blah. What difference did it really make? Get more money to buy more shit and slowly divorce
myself from my poetry… It’s hard to survive in Manhattan without a shit-load of money coming in but part of
me would prefer to be a homeless poet as opposed to a sell-out on Wall Street…

The week flew by with my drone-like existence at work and then the bar and then home (rewind/play;
rewind/play), and before I knew it, it was Friday and for some reason I felt myself canceling on Kinney and
some double-date he had supposedly worked up, and instead going towards 4th and 2nd.
I got there about 5 minutes early and no Payens…
I “hate” standing around like a dumb-ass waiting for someone like I’m a tourist…
About that time Payens showed up right at 7pm…
“I told you 7pm didn’t I?” asked Payens as he got out of his cab.
“Yeah…” I said somewhat frustrated.
About that time he walked up a step set of stairs to a flashing light saying “KGB”.
“What the hell is ‘KGB’?” I asked indignantly.
“Just relax…” Payens said in a frustrated tone.
“I can see that your edginess and ‘pissed-off at the world’ attitude is back.” Payens mumbled under his breath.
We walked up the steep stairs into a room, and then walked up another set of steep stairs to a little bar area that
was packed tight and was hot as an oven in the middle of Summer in New Orleans. About this time Payens
tapped me on the shoulder to motion me to keep going; so we walked up ‘another’ set of steep stairs to a 3 rd
story that had a little bar and a few tables. We got some drinks and crowded into a corner with some old
Communist shit behind glass.
“What is all this?” I asked Payens.
Payens said nothing.
About this time a group sat down caddy-corner to us and another smaller group shared a table with us; it was
quite tight in this seating area.
“Are you reading tonight?” A pleasant looking, slightly heavy-set, girl asked me.
“Reading? No I’m not reading. Are you reading?” I asked somewhat confusedly; “was this some type of poetry
or short-story reading venue?” I wondered.
“Yeah he’s reading tonight.” Payens said abruptly.
I immediately waved to a passer-by who I thought was a waitress for a drink. (She was not a waitress)
In frustration I finally got up and got myself another drink from their smaller make-shift bar on the top floor. A
small Asian man made me a gin and tonic, though I asked for a house red; I just took it and choked it down and
then asked for another. I hate gin but I choked it down nonetheless.
I noticed a decent crowd was forming; maybe 35 or 40 total people. I made my way back to my seat – crammed
in the corner. I was still confused about all the Communist memorabilia?
“Would you just relax?” Payens finally stated.
“We’re here to listen to one of my former students and then you are going to read one of your poems or short
stories.” Payens said.
“I have no interest in reading anything here or anywhere else.” I said as I laughed.

“Then our interviewing and dialogue is complete. You can leave at any point.” Payens said with a stern
(arrogant) smile.
“What bullshit I thought…” Basically the old fucker was blackmailing me… Ironically I kind of respected him
for that.
“So that’s how we’re going to play, huh? Alright – what do you want me to read?” I asked.
Payens said nothing.
About that time a young man got up, complained about how bright the lights were, read a few random poems in
support of socialism, anti-Christian rhetoric, a call for revolution, etc. etc. Same bullshit most of the younger
generation repeats as if they know jack-shit about the real world.
“You will go after Edwards who I worked with on understanding what reality truly is. He may not fully
understand this reality, neither do I for that matter, but he is beginning to see things for himself.” Payens said
with a slight smile of satisfaction.
The guy was slim yet muscular probably about my age (I honestly cannot remember his last) but his poem
reeked of Payens’ guidance on objective worth and philosophy. He stood up, made a few random jokes to calm
his nerves and read his poem:

Objectivity vs. subjectivity…
All truth is absolute;
All truth is relative.
All truth is subjective;
All truth is objective.
Rape is wrong;
Rape is only wrong to you.
Rape is right;
Rape is only right to you.
Our culture today if lost;
Our culture today is only lost in your opinion.
2+2=4;
2+2 only = 4 to you.
Really?!
Is this what relativism gets you?!
IF God exists then objective truth and morality exists;
Conversely – if objective truth or morality exists God necessarily exists.
If you don’t believe this: fuck you!
It’s a deductive argument;

So if it premises are true then its conclusion must logically follow.
“Best of times worst of times” – bullshit if all truth is relative;
But if truth is objective then everything makes sense.
Therefore objective truth must be true in the same manner that 2+2=4.
Therefore it IS the best of times;
Truth is NOT relative…
2+2=4
2+2=4
2+2=4

After this he read one more when I was in the pisser and then sat down. He looked up at me (he was sitting at
the same table as me) and asked what I thought of the poem?
All I could say was: “Beautiful.”
“If you don’t have a poem with you just do one from memory or do it ad hoc.” Payens instructed.
“Fuck… Alright I’ll read one I did on Spain last year; I remember most of it I think.” I said coldly.
About that time Payens took the stage and announced: “Thank you folks. Next up is one of my teachers, though
he is quite young, to read you a poem about my own home of beloved Spain!”
He had put me in an awkward spot but oh well… “Fuck it” I thought.
I got on the little stage with a piano offset from it, cleared my throat and read:
Spain…
I remember a day, many years ago, when there were still wolves in Spain.
Perhaps I was just dreaming.
But I think I remember watching the wolves of Iberia run through the distant valley.
Hunting, playing; shoulder blades gliding under grey fur.
Creatures of freedom.
I remember this day; before the evil giants began their murdering.
Why is it that a creature like myself,
Created in the image of God,
Can seek so dreadfully to misuse my powers?
I remember fishing
Nestled in the clean cradle of the creeks, amongst the wolves
But the Giants have polluted the water; you cannot lure dead fish.
I met a group of these giants one day
They were hunting my friends
Drunk with defiance,
I confronted the giants
They were the epitome of hubris,
Yet I tricked them into revealing their names –
One was named Apathy; the other, Affluence.
The third one did not speak.

Callous laughter filled the air as they mocked my defiance.
Defiance turned to rage. I dropped one of the giants.
Affluence swung his club. I dropped him too.
These giants were no Goliath and I no David,
But they fell nonetheless.
The third quickly ran into the distance
Crying like the fools of Pompeii: the realization that impiety has a price;
Never thinking for once on the evil their lives had brought into the world of the non-giants.
It was at this point I made my way up to the crest of the hill,
Finished my wine
And vowed to never return to Spain.
“Do children today know of such purity” I wondered.
Or has sin found its way to be passed on from one generation
To the next?
I often wonder what the other giant’s name was…
I cleared my throat and then stumbled off stage.
I wasn’t particularly shy but felt it must have been like “giving birth” to get that poem out. Everyone applauded
of course; not sure if they did just to be nice or if they thought I was now in their little cult or something?
Regardless, I actually realized as I sat down and drank the last of my shitty-gin that I did believe that there must
have been some sense of objectivity to life; otherwise it was all bullshit I guess, but my bigger question was
still: “who cares?” Agnostic/Deist/Theist – why do some people worry their pretty little heads so much about
“what/who” I am?).
“Is this why Payens insisted on us coming here?” I wondered to myself.
We drank well into the night; we listened to many aspiring poets – some decent and others abysmal.
About 1am Payens led me outside and called a cab.
“Do you feel that anything that happened tonight was anything more than all of us just ‘dancing to our DNA?’”
he asked rhetorically.
I guess I understood his point but in the grand scheme I thought: “But still… Who gives a shit really?”
We walked out of the KGB and down the way to some little shitty pub that apparently served coffee because
Payens ordered an “iced-triple shot”. This apparently consisted of 3 shots of espresso over ice with mocha and
shaken? Either way – I started to order a beer but Payens said: “He’ll have what I’m having.”
It was a damn nasty drink but it did serve to sober me up a bit I suppose.
“What did you feel tonight?” asked Payens.
“Feel?” I asked indignantly.
“What do you mean?” I queried.
“That’s just it!” exclaimed Payens.
“Why do I have to mean anything? My question is a simple one; did anything we did tonight have any sense of
worth in itself? Or was it simply devoid of any type of meaning?” I asked.
“Well… I was taught all truth is relative?” I said in my slightly drunken state.

“Exactly!” Payens barked.
“But how can any of your art or poetry have any value from a relativistic state?” Payens quickly followed-up
upon.
“Call what it you will but the man that can live out his life authentically, even if in exile, seems to be one of true
beauty within existence.” I calmly stated.
“A man cannot be free in a vacuum son; a man ain’t got no bloody chance of creating meaning alone.” Payens
collectively reinforced.
I was at a loss; he was exactly right that without any kind of objective base there is no real meaning to anything
I guess...
“So you think Christianity has it all figured out; and because you got me drunk somehow this means
Christianity and the Bible represent ‘true-truth’, huh?” I drunkenly smirked. I obviously knew he was a
Christian.
“Not at all.” Payens stated boldly.
“You can call it whatever you like: the ‘Tao/Dao’ or the ‘Holy Spirit’ or even God’s built-in imprint on one’s
soul or mind. The point being the arts has an objective nature with God but is completely lost in a sea of ‘whitenoise’ outside of God. This is a fact that even the most atheistic colleagues I have known through the decades
has agreed. This is beyond existence but it is within the arts that we may be able to touch upon this fact; a fact
that ‘science’ is impotent to touch upon.” Payens sighed.
“Does 2+2=4 no matter what?” Payens asked.
“Of course.” I stated.
“But what does this have to do with religious truth?” I demanded.
Payens laughed.
“You keep trying to separate things like ‘science’ and ‘faith’ but you’re building upon a fake and outdated 20th
century window.” Payens calmly commented.
“I do?” I asked somewhat confusedly.
I really hadn’t thought about it in any type serious way; after all who gave a shit in the grand scheme? It’s not
like there is some type of “metanarrative” or anything; post-modernism had put the nail in the coffin on that I
thought and I really just wanted to get my damn Masters so I could move on to… Well… Something better I
guess.
About that time I snuck out to grab a smoke and Payens was short-behind.
“Do you know anything about Edvard Munch?” Payens asked completely out of nowhere.
“Just his one painting – The Scream.” I said.
“It’s in Manhattan for a while so I think we should go see it tomorrow.” Payens said calmly.
He had drunk quite a bit but seemed just as sober as he was when the night began.
“Tomorrow? Well… We have been hanging out all night; so you want to go tomorrow?” I questioned.

“You don’t have to go. I tell you what - I’m going so if you want to go meet me Neue Gallery on 86th and if you
don’t - no big deal.” Payens said with a smile.
About that time Jay showed up out of nowhere in his blue 1984 Chevy truck and said: “Let’s go Jake!”
“What the hell?” I thought.
What is Jay doing here?
“I hope you don’t mind but while you were in the bathroom I called your buddy Jay on your phone and told him
you might need a ride home. Plus ‘the night is still young’ so thought you might enjoy a little fun instead after
spending most of the evening with my old-ass.” Payens said as he patted me on the back.
About that time he disappeared into the night and Jay pulled me into his truck, there were two girls, early 20s,
in the truck, and we drove off into the darkness of that empty and hollow night.

Chapter 5

Jay was drunk and all over the place.
“You ready to have some fun you little bastard?” Jay asked as he took a hit of weed.
I was pretty hammered but I was feeling nothing in the realm of pleasure for being here.
The one girl seemed crazier than Jay while she kept screaming for him to go “faster”; the other one seemed
somewhat complacent and unsure of herself.
Finally Jay pulled over outside of the Club Macanudo.
“We got until 2am to have some fun!” Jay shouted.
Kinney was already at Macanudo and high as a kite.
Macanudo was a smokers bar but lesser known was that they were more than ready for the day they legalized
pot in NYC.
“What took ya’ll so long?” Kinney asked in his southern drawl.
“Jake was fucking around with that old man he’s doing his paper on.” Jay laughed.
I smiled but the place seemed dead; there were people literally everywhere but everything seemed like a literal
wasteland. I wasn’t getting religious or emotional or any shit; it just felt like I had done this same pointless
routine far too many times and it was doing less and less each time to quench the desire that I felt only grew
now when I was doing my art.
“What the fuck…” I thought to myself. How can I let this ruin my night?
I knew that there was a lot more to it than that; though not 40 I was already well aware of the gulf that lie
between me and these 20 year old’s that plagued this place. These kids were like drones these days; no purpose
or place – just existing but they were apathetic to the whole damn thing so it was no good talking to them about
it. There might as well have been a century between us; life was changing quickly and to Payens’ point I knew
that in the eyes of these girls we were with, I was just as old as he was to me…
Jay slapped me on the back and shoved a drink in my hand.
“What’s up with you tonight?” He asked.

“Nothing. I think I’m just tired.” I said.
About that time Kinney sat down next to me with a glass of white wine.
I kind of laughed; here I am half drunk and Kinney high as a kite and now we’re going to try and have a
conversation. I normally never do harder drugs, but when Jay motioned me towards the line he had cut I took a
small hit just to get the blood pumping.
“Do you ever feel empty?” I asked.
“Empty? What do you mean?” Kinney asked.
“Well… I mean… What do you want to do with your life?” I finally asked.
“Have fun I guess.” Kinney said.
“Is that it? I mean should we have kids, go to church, or just make as much money as possible and then party
until we die?” I asked disgustingly.
“Yeah! Let’s party until we die!” Kinney yelled.
“It was pointless to try and talk to him when he was this high.” I thought to myself. There just has to be
something more; why is it that I feel alive when I’m writing but dead a little bit more each day?
About that time Jay showed up with 2 new girls and some guy.
“I got you both some sweet girls that want to party!” Jay yelled as he quickly disappeared into the noise and
clamor of the bar.
Jay was always unreliable; he would leave you in the middle of nowhere.
He once boasted that to get a blow-job from a guy wasn’t “gay” as long as you didn’t give him a blow-job back.
So are the days we live in I suppose…
Even though Kinney had kind of evolved into a pot-head and drunk, overall he was a good guy. On a few
occasions he really did seem to understand the pointlessness of the lives we were living; unfortunately he
usually quickly disappeared back from reality into the illusion of numbness.
About that time Kinney laughed hysterically as he disappeared into the back with the girl Jay introduced to him.
“What was wrong with me?” I thought.
I had drunk enough to make me pass-out on normal nights but tonight I felt almost as if I hadn’t drank a thing?
“My name is Brett.” The girl who Jay dropped off said.
“I’m Jake.” I said with a slight smile.
“Do you want to buy me a drink?” Brett asked.
“Sure what do you want?” I asked.
“How about a sweet-vermouth on the rocks with a twist?” She said.
“Damn nasty drink but if that’s what you want sure thing.” I said with a smile.
“So what do you do Brett?” I asked (trying to make small talk).
“Oh I go to NYU.” She said.
“Oh… What are you studying?” I inquired.

“I’m officially undeclared.” She said.
“No shit…” I thought. I think about everyone her age is about as “undeclared” as they come.
“You’re cute.” She said with a devious smile.
“I’ll give you a blowjob if you want.” She said as she got closer.
Normally I would have gladly walked into the bathroom and gotten a blow-job but tonight I really felt disgusted
by the thought. This wasn’t the desire I was craving and I knew it would do nothing to fill the hollowness this
night.
“Why would you want to give me a blow-job?” I asked.
“Oh sorry – are you gay? If you are I have a friend with me that is gay and…” I interrupted as she was talking.
“No, no. I’m not gay; I’m just asking why you want to give me a blowjob? That is a somewhat intimate thing so
I’m just curious why you want to share that with me?” I asked.
I was feeling not only a little “existential” but also I really wanted to better understand these people that I
normally run, party, and have sex with; plus I wanted to mess with her a bit and just see how she answered.
“I don’t know… I just thought it would be fun I guess?” She said uncomfortably.
“Can we just talk for a bit? Tell me a little about yourself; are you from this area?” I asked.
“I don’t know…” She said as she quickly got up and left.
“So odd…” I thought. I can get my dick sucked by about any girl (or guy) here, but you try and talk to them and
you’re branded a “freak”.
I sat down in a nice buttery-soft leather chair there and took a deep breath.
“What is the point of any of this?” I wondered as I looked up and noticed the old-school popcorn style ceiling. I
laughed out-loud as I thought about the novel by Hesse: Siddhartha.
About that time Kinney came around the corner and said: “I just fucked that chick in the bathroom!”
I nodded my head and without any emotion gave him a thumbs-up.
“Did you get any?” he asked curiously.
I shook my head “no”.
“Well it’s a 2am and they’re closing. You want to crash at my place?” Kinney asked.
About that time Jay showed up: “Let’s go you bitches! We’re going to Mickey’s house for a party”.
“Who is ‘Mickey’?” Kinney asked.
“Just get in and let’s go.” Jay dogmatically demanded.
“Where are we going?” I asked.
“It doesn’t matter!” Jay said indignantly.
“Let’s just get on the road and go!” He shouted.
It was probably 3am when we got to Mickey’s place. There was loud music, girls dancing, booze and what
seemed to be a fist-fight in their backyard.
“What more could anyone want?” I thought sarcastically to myself.

As usual, Jay disappeared when we got there.
“He’ll end up showing up probably around daylight if history repeats.” Kinney said in an almost coldly
calculated manner.
There was a long rectangular pool outside that people were jumping into as if being baptized into damnation. In
that pool there was all kinds of people doing drugs, having sex, and getting into fights; a regular “Sodom and
Gomorrah” I jokingly commented to Kinney.
Kinney and I stayed inside, daring not to go outside; there was a full-size pool table near the kitchen area. We
just played pool since we had no interest in going outside into the darkness with Jay and the rest of them. We
may have been confused but we weren’t entirely ‘Lost” either we at least hoped to ourselves.
We played pool until sunrise and with the sun also rising above the trees we saw body after body lying naked
upon the ground; they almost looked lifeless, or surreal, as the sunlight cut through the darkness.
“You ever wonder if it’s wrong when someone commits suicide?” Kinney asked out of nowhere.
“What the fuck?” I said.
“What the hell are you talking about; of course suicide is never answer.” I said boldly though I struggled for a
reason why not.
About that time Jay appeared.
“You queers ready to go!” he said (not asked).
For better or worse Kinney and I never finished that conversation. Knowing now what I didn’t know then I
often wish we would have.
Though I had drank and smoked well into the night I had never felt more sober than I did at that moment. Not
sure why? I just felt like I was watching kids play in their own feces and I no longer wished to be a part of it I
guess. Even Kinney seemed somewhat puzzled; disgusted and yet enamored all at once with the debacle before
him.
“What’s on your mind?” I asked.
“Huh? Oh nothing I guess…” Kinney said.
I felt sober and awake; Kinney confused; and Jay happy and oblivious as they dropped me off at my apartment.
Since it was already sunrise they just announced that they would crash at my place.
I wasn’t that tired so I made myself a cheap triple espresso (Folgers) and decided to read Dante’s Inferno which
had been left on the ledge of the small café; it wouldn’t be that long before I met Payens if I decided to show up
I thought.
“I haven’t read this thing since highschool.” I thought to myself.
Ironically a poet (not a scientist) led me through hell that night it would seem.
I sat at my desk, checked my email and wrote a short poem about a man I had come to respect and then pity
named John Wilmont; I sadly could see a growing amount of myself in him and it kind of scared me in an odd

way that I couldn’t really explain.

Chapter 6

About the time I finished my poem, Kinney got off the couch, went to the bathroom and asked if I had any
coffee.
“Where’s Jay?” I asked.
“Don’t know?” Kinney said between a state of sleep and awake.
Apparently Jay had disappeared at some point between the time we all came into my apartment and now?
Kinney and I walked down to Abracco’s for a caffeine-fix - It was about 8:15am.
We had found that somewhere between alcohol numbing us during the day and caffeine keeping slightly more
than alive; we found a type of existence that was somewhat tolerable and highly underrated.
As we stood there (with no sleep) leaned against the wooden table they had outside we didn’t say a word; we
merely watched the passerby’s on the street rushing off to their days of nothingness.
“Did you know Hitler was an artist?” I heard a couple discussing as they ordered their drinks.
“I bet his art was shitty. That’s why he killed all those Jews.” I heard them ignorantly comment.
I simply toasted their ignorance as I laughed; Kinney looked at me in a bit of confusion as he played with his
drink.
About that time a planter fell from a window across the street, maybe 5-6 stories up, and crashed onto the
sidewalk. No one was hurt and a lady immediately came down and began apologizing to everyone; even the
owner of Abracco3 came out to sweep-up the shards from the broken planter.
“What if you had been standing in that exact spot when it landed?” Kinney asked out of nowhere.
It was the first thing he had really said all morning; or at least since we got back from Mickey’s.
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We did ask the owner of Abracco about this and he confirmed that this did in fact happen as it is something not easily forgotten as
he explained.

“I don’t know.,. I guess I’d probably be dead?” I said apathetically as I lit a smoke.
Kinney had moments when he was truly inspiring and a deep-thinker; when he wasn’t overly arrogant, high or
drunk.
At this moment you could tell he was soaking everything in at once; he was the “Buddha” himself in these rare
moments when he awoke from his sleep; into what almost seemed a form of authentic reality.
About that time he snapped out of it; back into the daze of “living” that we all seemed to be in.
“Oh well… Fuck it. What are you doing today?” Kinney asked as he drank the last half of his latte in one gulp.
Kinney was the same age as me but anytime he started to think somewhat deeply it was like he snapped himself
back into delusion/generic-land.
“Well I’m supposed to meet the Payens guy and look at some art.” I said somewhat ashamedly.
Kinney paused for a minute without showing any expression.
“What art exhibit are you guys going to?” Kinney asked in almost stoic seriousness.
“The Neue Galarie’s The Scream by Edvard Munch.” I said.

Kinney was silent for maybe 3-4 minutes and neither of us said anything.
“I don’t blame him.” Kinney finally said.
“Blame who for what?” I asked laughingly.
“For not crossing the bridge.” Kinney said in a way that almost made it sound obvious.
I just smiled and drank my Iced-mocha. I didn’t know what the hell he was babbling about.
We stood there, leaning over the little wooden table with no chairs, for about 45 minutes. That little coffee shop
was always busy; they said they move to a bigger spot but I hope they don’t. We both soaked in every detail of

each person who walked by; we took notice of every single detail it seemed – their clothes, their expressions,
their conversations, and their body details.
One guy walked up in a wife-beater, slicked back hair and chain-smoking; a literal blast from the past; I was
thinking “Jack Kerouac” the whole time.
I nudged Kinney and nodded my head in the guy’s direction.
Kinney smiled and we toasted him.
“Do you ever think about all of the little details of someone’s life?” Kinney asked in a tone that would make
any philosopher proud.
“Do they, or we, ever think about what has happened a century ago, today or a lifetime from now?” he
continued.
“I don’t really know.” I commented.
I never really knew what to say when Kinney got in these self-reflecting rare, albeit odd, moods of his; but
knew I didn’t want to spoil any thought “outside the box” that Kinney might be having. It wasn’t like we were
ever going to have kids, have the white-picket fence or any of that bullshit but I think we just weren’t sure what
we were supposed to replace all that shit with?
We sat in silence for about another 20 minutes just soaking it all in on that incredible morning.
I asked Kinney to come to the exhibit with me but he just smiled and said:
“I’m not ready to cross that bridge either; maybe someday but not today.” As he slapped me on the back of the
neck.
I didn’t know what the hell he was talking about (as usual) so just said: “whatever.” And we parted ways.

I arrived to the Gallery about 3 minutes late and Payens was already there.
I could tell he was somewhat pissed but he didn’t say anything as we walked in.
We quickly blew through the gallery until we got to The Scream.
Payens didn’t say a word but he also didn’t look at it that long; instead he kept pointing me to it.
“Look at it; and don’t give me some bullshit form of ‘relativistic’ truth – instead tell me what he is facing in this
picture.”
“Who knows?” I said somewhat frustrated.
“If you’re trying to lead me to believe what you believe you might as well quit wasting your time.” I finally said
sternly.
Payens smiled.
“Well… Let me tell you what Munch himself stated; would that be fair smart guy?” Payens sarcastically asked.
“Munch described this scream, he made famous, on the middle of a bridge being trapped between going
forward into an unknown horror [non-God] and going back into a known one [God]; thus describing perfectly

the condition of the early twentieth century. I know this because I discussed it with Munch personally unlike the
fuckers you might be lectured by in your classes.” Payens said almost scientifically.
“In other words this has little to do with ‘religion’ per se; instead he is leaving the religion of the pre-20th
century (pre-Enlightenment as well). This was the state-religion that also endorsed such things as racism, wars,
slavery, and was basically ‘in bed’ with the state. However Munch knew that to cross this bridge into ‘non-God’
(or atheism/naturalism) was to cross into nihilism; and with nihilism any and all understanding of truth, let
alone value, was illusionary. Thus Munch saw the hopelessness of his situation; to go back on the bridge would
be to get back in bed with the corrupt church but to cross it, they thought, would lead into naturalistic-atheism
which would mean that ‘all is without meaning/purpose’ and thus beg the question: ‘why even fucking do it’?”
Payens said somewhat empathetically.
I stood there somewhat perplexed for a while; neither of us said a word for about 5 minutes.
Payens almost looked as if he would cry?
Finally I asked: “Do you think you might be reading a little too much into it?”
Payens laughed.
“How pathetic… You’re a writer so I find it somewhat confusing that you still can’t understand such things…
These are his own damn words so I guess him and I both are ‘confused’ while you have it figured out?” Payens
asked.
“Your generation and the one after you are truly ‘lost’ I’m afraid; while at the same time arrogant beyond
imagination…” I heard Payens say under his breath.
“So…” I finally stated.
“So… what you’re saying is that the 20th century chose to stay on the bridge instead of going back or crossing
it?” I asked. Trying to understand what Payens’ was getting at.
“Exactly!” Payens exclaimed as if I was a 1st grader finally figuring out that 1+1=2.
“The logical positivist tried to keep us on the bridge and when positivism was finally shown to be demonstrably
false, we were still too scared shitless to get off the bridge. What is left is naturalism or non-naturalism; what
was missed by the dumb-fucks of your generation was that to cross the bridge is to embrace objective truth
found in ‘God’ but it doesn’t mean we are going back to the corrupt ‘church-religion’ of the past (church in bed
with the state yet devoid of the Bible). Instead why don’t you just cross the mother-fucker? By embracing God
but not religion you are able to give your art and writing an objective-base instead of the relativistic bullshit
your generation tries to cling to; you must cross this fucking bridge – that IS what post-postmodernism gives
you if you’ll just embrace it you dumb-fuck!” Payens yelled (as people looked around and at which point, one
rare, I felt somewhat embarrassed).
Neither of us said much; I was somewhat dumbfounded by his explosion of cursing and anger clouded in
disgust. I stared blankly into the picture trying not to act uncomfortable from Payens’ obvious frustration.
“My apologies…” Payens finally said.

“It has been decades since I have seen this work up-close and it brings forth all the things I tried to convey to
the generation before you concerning the fact that ‘post-postmodernism’ is as evident as ‘2+2=4’ and yet they,
and now you, look at me as if saying ‘2+2=4’ is too ‘trendy’ so we mustn’t believe it all… So I hope you can
understand my frustration; you have a chance to give your art and writing some type of absolute-meaning so I
am still somewhat dumbfounded by you wishing to remain on the bridge I suppose? Any other generation
would now see the pointlessness of remaining on the bridge, so why you generation wishes to now try and
perpetually live on the bridge is mind-boggling?” Payens said with a bit of disdain and dismay.
We stared blankly at each other for what seemed like an eternity (but in all honesty was probably 30 seconds). I
looked back at the painting; trying to see what he was wanting me to…
“Today is just as much the ‘1920s’ of Hemmingway’s day as any other time in history Jake.” Payens finally
said calmly.
“I think he might be right?” I thought to myself…
“Nah… surely not?!” I quickly thought as I snapped myself back to reality (or at least my version thereof).
Hanging out with someone surely will skew your thought process; could it really be that Payens’ notion of
‘Post-postmodernism’; which incorporated ‘God’ back into the mix was the next great movement?
It did seem to make sense instead of all this ‘relativistic’ bullshit – I thought to myself but that seems like we’re
going backwards?.
“What are you thinking?” Payens finally asked.
“Nothing really.” I said (lying to myself and him).
He shook his head and we moved on.
“Do you mind if I ask you a few questions?” Payens asked.
“Sure – sure.” I said somewhat dumbfound.
“Do you honestly think any artist in history, other than Michelangelo (Payen’s laughed), was honestly that
‘great’?”
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“Would they have been famous if they would have been born 100 years earlier or later?” Payens said sternly.
“Well… Probably not?” I said somewhat perplexedly.
“Exactly!” Payens shouted as I had barely gotten the words out of my mouth.
“I have lived with most of the ‘great’ bastards you hold to such high accord (Hemmingway, Wolfe, Picasso,
Matisse, Chagall, Elliot, Thomas, Kerouac, and so on all the way from roughly 1930s thru today) and I can tell
you that modernism was bullshit and postmodernism was ultimate-bullshit; it is only post-postmodernism that
we cross the bridge that Munch and the entire 20th century was and is stuck upon. It’s time we finally embraced
this fact and crossed the bridge to the next great movement within the arts; a movement that will abandon both
the ‘white noise’ of naturalism but will also leave the world of ‘organized-religion’ and instead embrace the

‘truism’ of God & objectivity. This is the only thing that makes sense within the world of the Arts.” Payens
stated plainly.
“I didn’t know what to think – in all honesty.” I thought to myself as I nodded in agreement with Payens’
ramblings.
“I’m not trying to advocate for what your dumbass generation calls ‘religion’ or anything of the such; I could
give two-shits what you guys think that regard. What I am saying is that no matter how ‘mad’ at God you are or
how much you want to stomp your feet like a little bitch, it doesn’t change the fact that God is the only thing
that can give any sense of real reality to the arts or anything else. Whether you ‘bow your knee’ is your choice;
but to try and avoid God’s existence not only nullifies your Art but your own existence, so to do so make
absolutely no sense and its time your generation embraced this instead of continuing to drive our IQ levels
down even further than they are… Does any of this make sense?” Payens asked awkwardly.
I nodded in agreement, though I was thinking to myself that either I lacked wisdom or Payens was simply
outdated (though I had long knew that some type of “deism” (at the very least) was needed to “glue” the arts
and any real purpose together; but” Christianity” I thought? (seemed as foreign as Hinduism to me in the year
2016).

We made our way to the exit; the sign at the start of the exhibit that I had missed when I first entered Neue
Galarie stated:
Viewing the original work in person is an entirely different experience. “In a way, it’s the most
exciting version because it’s very fresh, it’s in beautiful condition. It hasn’t traveled much,” so
said Dr. Jill Lloyd, a scholar of German Expressionism based in Paris and London, who curated
the exhibit. It resonates with a 21st-century audience, she believes, because “it’s like the
existential image of man’s anguish, of man’s suffering, of man’s vulnerability in the world.” At
the end of the 19th century, Lloyd said, society had to contend with “urbanization, the loss of
belief in the Christian faith, and the way that women’s roles were changing in the world.” Many
of those issues continue to reverberate today. “We have all this violence and disturbance in the
world. We’re in a very unstable moment, aren’t we?” she said. “I think that’s how they felt at the
dawn of the 20th century. They were entering new waters, but nobody knew quite where they
were going or where it was all leading.”4
“Oh well…” I thought as we left Neue Gallarie and all the existentialists behind.
“Fuck it…” I said to myself quietly.
Though I’m sure Payens was probably thinking the same thing
Payens and I stopped by a little Jewish café and got a sandwich and a triple-shot of espresso.
“Have you ever felt like you were neutered?” Payens asked as if this was a normal conversation.
I laughed. “Every day of my life.” I said with a smile.
“So you can empathize with Hemmingway’s fight with impotency?” Payens asked.
4
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I ignored him.
“No, I’m serious.” Payens reiterated.
“Today’s generation has no great war, no great need, no great cause; you have everything handed to you on a
silver platter. If we want 7 meals a day then we have 8; even the middleclass often may have a giant house and
our kids have every electronic gadget imaginable and: ‘Are we now happy?’ Of course not. We resent God and
complain about ‘pain or suffering’ that others may have, knowing full well that we really could care less as long
as we have never have to do without anything and therefore we cut our own throats by trying to divorce
ourselves from an objective purpose or meaning; Munch realized this too.” Payens stated coldly.
“Maybe…” I said.
“Have you ever not had your iced-mocha coffee when you wanted it; let alone have you ever had to skip a meal
or do without any food for say a day or so?” Payens asked.
“I guess not.” I said.
I wanted to say there were a few times in college where I couldn’t go out and eat and had to just make a
sandwich at home but as soon as I thought about it I knew that isn’t what he was meaning, and simultaneously
felt like a douche.
“Then your generation had much more than Hemmingway’s or Kerouac’s ever did; in other words they both
knew what it was to have to do without, to try and raise a family and they both knew Munch’s character could
only stay ‘on the bridge’ for so long – and I have spent the last third of a century imploring artists and
philosophers to ‘cross the bridge’ back to a real objective reality. You asked what ‘post-postmodernism’ was –
well that is it.” Payens stated as he picked up the pace.
“I’m getting tired.” Payens finally said.
It was incredible how well Payens could get still get around considering his age. New York was not really an
“old person’s” city for obvious reasons but these all seemed irrelevant to Payens.
“I wanted to make sure we walked thru the exhibit there so you could at least see not only visually but
historiographically what I was getting at when I talk about ‘post-postmodern’ or something of the such. But
let’s call it a night and you can meet back up with your friends.”
At that moment as Payens sat down on a bench, for the first time, he looked like the old man he now was.
He had fought and lived for almost a century; he had resisted the enemy of time for decades but now it was
finally closing in on him as it does on us all I suppose. Ironically, he still seemed more alive than I was in
certain ways though.
I flagged down a cab and then almost all at once Payens took a deep breath, stood up and the old-age seemed to
miraculously vanish once again. He slapped me on the shoulder and said: “Time seems to be against us my
astute friend. I think we should hasten our interview to tomorrow afternoon if you are available. I think it’s time
for you to visit my favorite little café while there is time. You will meet some of my friends I have not seen in
close to 70 years.”

“Seventy years?” I thought to myself.
These “friends” would all have to be around a hundred?
“Oh well…” I thought.
“Sure, sure. We’ll visit your ancient friends at Starbucks or wherever it is you’re wanting to go.” I said with a
smile.
Payens just laughed as he got into the cab.
He was oddly starting to grow on me in a weird way; not like a grandpa or any such nonsense, but more like a
super old friend I hadn’t seen in forever. And for the first time in what seemed like years I felt somewhat at
ease; some might even call it peace.

Chapter 7

I walked all the way to 4th street, back to the KGB. I called Kinney to join me. I figured he might at least
appreciate a friendly discussion around The Scream since he had seemed at least nominally interested that
morning.
Kinney showed up with Jay surprisingly and neither of them seemed remotely interested in hearing about
anything “deep” as Jay called it.
“Damn Jake! No heavy talk tonight; let’s just have some fun. Before you know it we’ll be old, then we can have
all the heavy talks you want, but for now let’s just party!” Jay yelled.
He and Kinney were obviously high on something other than weed.
I talked them into at least coming into the KGB for a drink, as long as I pay of course.
We walked upstairs; the whole while Kinney and Jay were laughing and making jokes.
Finally we got a couple of drinks at the bar and then went up the next flight of stairs to where there was
supposed to be some lady reading part of her novel. The novel was supposedly on Zelda Fitzgerald.
Jay and Kinney were incredibly annoying and disrespectful.
“Would you guys shut-up long enough for us to listen to her read? We’ll leave right after.”
They just started laughing again.
About that time Jay had spotted a prey, or maybe it was the other way around, and slipped out to go talk to a
dark colored brunette at the bar; there was a smaller bar on that floor as well.
Once Jay had slipped away Kinney seemed to, at least a little, come back to reality if just for an instance.
“Why do you seem like you want something more for your life than all this running around at one moment but
then the next you just want to keep running from one place to the next like you’re afraid of being caught?” I
asked Kinney.
“I don’t know dude... I’m just not into all of this fiction, poetry and art stuff anymore I guess. We support you
of course but it’s just not us any longer.” Kinney said.

“So are you and Jay married now? Can you not each have your own opinion?” I joked.
“But in all seriousness you don’t like nonfiction or heavy-talk but you also don’t like fiction – so what exactly
do you hope to gain from life other than partying and chasing tail?” I asked.
Me asking Kinney a few serious questions was enough for him to duck down in the corner and take 3-4 long
hard hits off a joint he had with him; chased down with a glass of white wine that he practically shot down.
It was almost like me asking him a few questions had been too much reality; so his only defense was to numb,
or kill, his senses so he didn’t have to deal with reality.
Maybe I was just in some “early-midlife” crisis? Maybe they were right and I’m taking all of this too serious.

I looked around at the people in the bar, Jay, Kinney and even my own reflection in the glass cabinets; all of the
magic and fun that I had seen in them before was slowly disappearing. No longer did I see three confident guys,
but instead guys running scared from reality – from life in general it seemed perhaps. Something had seemed to
wake-up in me that had been long since gone; the clarity of vision I once had in my youth maybe? I was
disgusted by my life which had been without any real substance or meaning it now seemed… There is some
learning to be had by living like a libertine for a year, two years, three years even; but again and again? No…
This stage was done. I could live it no longer…
I felt like I was claustrophobic all the sudden; trapped in a box like I was going to hyperventilate…
I practically ran to the bar where Jay was sitting and slapped him on the back as I ordered.
“I want a double-chivas on the rocks for both of us and whatever the lady wants.” I told the barkeep.
“There’s the Jake I know! We’re going to have some fun tonight; no more serious or heavy thinking!” Jay
shouted.
I was shooting back hard-liquor, which I never drank, in an attempt to drown-out the sense of hollowness I had
found in not just me, but in my friends here; in this entire generation it seemed like.
“2016 rules!” I heard someone in the crowd yell.
Man they don’t know shit about shit I thought to myself as I hammered back another shot trying to numb myself
back to the fake reality I had so much enjoyed before.
“Whoa! Slow down chief.” Edwards (the poet guy from the other night) said as he came up from behind me and
took the one shot I had left and drank it himself.
I had not even seen Edwards there but I guess he was doing another set of readings.
“You okay Jake? Payens with you?” Edwards asked.
Edwards was a better poet than me from what I could tell and he seemed like a real/sane type of guy; not all the
hippy or weird shit that a lot of these poets carry with them today.
“Nah I saw him earlier but I’m just here with my friends tonight.” I slurred and stumbled just a little as the
liquor started to hit my system.
“You sure you want another drink?” Edwards asked.

“Let him go! We got the old Jake back; he just needs to let loose a little.” Jay stated as he brushed by Edwards.
Jay never really cared what anyone did as long as it meant more fun for him.
“We got the whole night – what’s the rush?” Kinney said as he laughed hysterically from the weed/wine combo
he had going on; at the same time I was thankful that he at least showed a small semblance of compassion.
About that time I felt the shots catching up with me as my head had that rush of dizziness and forgetfulness as
the liquor did its job.
“I’m just trying to get that ‘blue’ pill down!” I yelled.
“Blue pill?” the girl sitting by Jay asked.
“Yeah you know the Matrix?” Jay said.
At least he knew what the reference was. She didn’t have a clue of course. She just laughed for no real reason.
As usual Jay tried to light up a cigarette before the bartender said: “No smoking anywhere indoors!”.
Jay just acted surprised and like he had forgotten, even though it was practically the law everywhere now.
The girl started reading her story about that time. It was all a blur now to be honest but I toasted her and sent a
drink over to her when she was finished and sat down.
“Alright we listened to your bullshit reading so let’s get out of this dive.” Jay said.
He introduced me to the girl who he had been talking to; I can’t remember her name so we’ll just say “Jane
doe” and she had a friend “Jane doe #2” and we were all supposed to go to some party somewhere and then
could crash at their place near North Salem.
“North Salem?” I asked. “That’s a ways off.” I said.
“We need to get out of Manhattan and get on the road.” Jay declared like he was now a captain on a ship and
Kinney and I was his first and second mates.
“Why the hell do we need to be on the road if we have nowhere to go?” I asked somewhat in disgust, coupled
by a bit of euphoria.
Jay ignored the question; he was as unpredictable as ever. He always wanted to keep on the move but tonight
neither Kinney nor I cared because the trip itself, regardless of where it was to, seemed like a pilgrimage we all
needed.
I was so out of it I could barely walk. Jay and Kinney helped me into Jay’s truck and we sped away.
I looked up from the backseat of his extended cab blue ‘84 Chevy and Kinney and Jay were both smoking a
joint and playing some damn poor music; some type of rap that was out of date as the three of us now were.
My eyes rolled back into my head and I thought to myself: “Finally… At least I had somewhat quieted that
constant voice telling me that the life I was living was pointless and a road without an end or a purpose…”
It was amazing how quickly I sobered up between the 90 minute drive from Manhattan to somewhere around
Salem.
I heard Jay yelling out the window: “I finally smell life in the air!”
About that time I heard the truck screech to a halt and we were at our destination.

“I need a drink!” I shouted.
“Here smoke this” Kinney said as he handed me something that wasn’t weed.
He lit it as I took a few hits; even in my drunken and high state I think Kinney and I both knew we were
fighting a hopeless battle. No matter what we did to deaden our conscious and nerves, we knew we were
“pissing against the wind” so to speak.
“Let’s go you fuckers!” Jay shouted as we walked up to the 3rd floor to some apartments.
Though I was just now sobering up enough to walk without falling, I could tell the apartments we were in were
not in a shit-hole but nor were they in a really nice part of the city.
Once we got up to the 3rd floor we walked into a large room and then we could see this was a very nice
apartment in a mediocre complex; in all honesty the apartment was quite large. We walked in and it had a
decent size hallway before we entered into a kitchen and bar area that then opened up into a very large living
room area where the ceilings were probably 15 feet tall and the room itself was very spacious.
Jay was already making-out with the girl from the KGB as he sat her on the counter and Kinney poured him and
I some wine; merlot – which I absolutely hate, but I drank it anyway.
In this apartment there was a small room; I assume some type of extra bedroom, but it had been turned into a
mini-art room. In it hung a couple of Renaissance pieces, a baroque piece, and about fifteen 20th century pieces
ranging from surrealism, Dadaism, impressionism/post-impressionism, cubism and a variety of mixed-media
with different modernist/post-modernist works. As soon as I and Kinney walked into this room it was almost as
if we both sobered up.
I think Kinney was more in awe than myself.
About that time an older woman, mid-forties, walked in and asked: “What do you think of my collection?”
“Very impressive” Kinney said as he rubbed his face trying to snap out of his being ‘high as a kite’ as I often
times called it.”
“And you?” She asked me.
“It’s really pretty remarkable.” I said with a smile.
“Why?” She asked.
She was sober and calm as a cucumber though her eyes seemed quite alive and alert shooting back and forth
between the two of us.
I cleared my throat and said: “Well – to be perfectly honest, out of all of this work the only one that truly
resonates with me, and blows me away, is that you appear to have a piece by Alfred Maurer.” I exclaimed.
“How in the world did you acquire a piece by Maurer?” I demanded to know.
She smiled. “Tell me what you know of Maurer.”
“Well…” I said taking a deep breath as I knew I was quite ‘under the influence’ of both dope as well as booze.

“Maurer has to be one of the most underrated artists of the early 20 th century. Not only was he a better artists
than most of the imposters that thought they were such great artists but who would have been better off
sweeping floors…” I said as I felt myself climbing up on my soapbox.
“But… He lived through and bled through a plethora of eras: pre-modern, realist, fauvist, impressionist/postimpressionist, cubist, modernist that dabbled in post-modernism before finally reaching the logical-positivistic
conclusion of his day that ‘all is pointless’ so the fucker killed himself.” I elevated my voice and then took a
deep breath as I felt tears fill the corners of my eyes, while at the same time I stumbled just a bit before catching
myself; due to the booze more than the weed I suppose.
“Damn he was good… Too bad the dumb bastard didn’t have a basic course in philosophy then he would have
seen there had to be an objective point to his work, otherwise why do it in the first fucking place…” I really
needed something to numb myself as I felt my very soul waking up from the sedatives I had attempted to calm
it with and now I was sounding more like Payens or Sasha than myself.
“Very impressive.” The woman said.
“But what do you mean by ‘objective’?” she asked.
Now I did feel like the combination of booze/dope and Payens was clouding my vision, but oh well…
“Do you think 2+2=4?” I asked her as I fished for a bottle opener to the wine on the counter; or at least I
thought it was wine, it was corked.
“Of course.” She said with a smirk.
“Okay then; do you think aesthetics is always limited to subjectivity?” I asked.
“What do you mean?” She asked.
It was so annoying to me that when I talked to people, even reasonably intelligent people, they knew little to
nothing about basic logic, let alone the fact that a life without some type of absolute meaning was truly
pointless.
“What I mean is ‘do you honestly think the arts are less truthful about conveying ‘truth’ than something like
science?’” I asked sternly.
“Well… It’s all a matter of opinion when it comes to art and fact when it comes to science – right?” She said as
though she was writing a science book.
About this time, out of nowhere, Kinney spoke up.
I had forgotten that Kinney was even still in the same room as us.
“The arts can always tell us more than the sciences ever can or ever could have… Out of all the scientific
theories that have come and gone, maybe 1% are still even studied; compare that to poetry or any of the arts and
you still see Gilgamesh, the Iliad or their like studied in depth today just as much as 1000 years ago. That alone
should tell you that science is anything but holistically worthwhile in its explanatory power or purpose today.”
Kinney said more resolutely than any philosopher I have ever heard speak… With that he grinned and walked

out of the room. Again I was awestruck by the ‘real’ Kinney that would sometimes show himself before
drowning himself out with dope or booze.
“Impressive.” The girl said with a smile.
I felt myself both pissed and full of courage so I simply asked: “And what about you Madame; what are your
thoughts?”
She smiled as her eyes squinted slightly.
“You may be right, but what difference does any of it really make?” She asked as she left the room.
“Fucking-A…” I thought to myself.
“Payens is right… Poetic links themselves amongst all arts cannot be born of human invention; everything of
‘man’ must have been of God first so what an artist ‘creates’ they really only ‘find’? The patterns are already
present in the mind of God awaiting our discovery?” I said in almost a whisper.
I almost answered here as Payens would have concerning post-postmodernism; or at least his concept
surrounding it, but instead I just smiled, toasted her and took another drink.
Had I missed my chance? Should I chase her down, grab her by the shoulders and shake her as I tell her about
the objectiveness of reality that gives all of our works true meaning? Or should I grab her and ask her if she
wants to fuck?”
“Oh well…” I thought to myself. Apathy wins again.
So I said nothing – and allowed our modern era’s hubris of “Dadaistic” conceptualization of reality to be
confirmed as true.
I left the little exhibit in disgust; disgust minus Maurer’s small work which I felt absolute empathy and awe
anytime I saw a work by Maurer.
I walked into the kitchen area that had a few small tables, as if in a café; Kinney was sitting at one with a glass
of white wine as he was writing something.
“What are you writing - Your epitaph?” I asked with a smile.
Kinney seemed stone-cold; he seemed to be sweating though it was a little chilly if anything outside.
“I think you might be right…” Kinney said with a stutter.
“What are you rambling about now?” I asked.
“I am a part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro’ gleams
That unraveled world whose margin fades
Forever and forever when I move…”
Kinney repeated from Tennyson’s Ulysses
“Do you know it?” Kinney asked.
“Sure, sure – Tennyson. That was too easy.” I said as if we were playing a trivia game.
“No. I mean do you get it? Really get it?” Kinney said as if he had drawn away from everything.

“I guess I don’t know?” I said trying to be ‘understanding/legitimate’.
“We are part of all the various peoples we have met with, slept with, said ‘hello’ too, and all that shit; but with
every experience we seem to move to a margin, or away from one, and with each move the world around us
also seems to move? I think there has to be some type of metanarrative above and beyond ourselves by
necessity?” Kinney said as more of a statement than a question.
I really didn’t know what to say? I was supposed to be the philosopher; yet it was Kinney, ironically, that
seemed to be drawing all the threads together.
“What do you think?” Kinney said as if he had just come to grips with seeing a ghost.
I finally said: “I was alive… But I was able for force myself back to the land of the dead. I mimicked their same
concerns for bigger houses, better cars, nicer clothes; I even mimicked their smiles and laughs once again…”
After a pause I simply stated: “This is the falsity I have come to live-out as a lie covered with the name
‘truth’…”
About that time Jay showed up in his usual bravado: “You gay-fuckers ready to head back?”
Jay was always eager to leave Manhattan but ironically he was just as eager to return; it was almost as if the
further he got away from Manhattan the weaker he got; like a baby away from the bottle.
We went to a little jazz-club that, though small, stayed open until 4am most nights.
Ironically Jay said he had been working to be a drummer, snare and high-top, for a trio that did jazz locally.
Kinney and I were caught a little off guard as Jay had never done much of anything with his life other than want
to “party”; at least as long as we had known him.
“Good for you my brother!” I said with a half-hearted attempt of support for his most recent, and futile, gesture
at finding some type of meaning to life.
By this time Kinney and I felt like, and looked like, a couple of zombies; lost in translation with a world
becoming more foreign to us day-by-day and the more we ever woke-up the more the world seemed to look at
us as freaks in a zoo.
Jay insisted that we drink some damn-nasty house beer and then him, a black guy on base and a fellow Mexican
on lead guitar began rocking out some damn-good jazz. All at once Kinney and I looked at ourselves and felt a
small semblance of being alive; coupled with encouragement with seeing Jay doing something other than
“partying”.
We got up and danced with some zombie girls that were about as zombied-out as us. Jay went home with one
but Kinney and I felt like we were beyond all that and declined their hopeful invitation. Instead I gave Jay a big,
and true, hug and shook his hand. “I’m proud of you brother.” I said.
He looked at me as if I was off my rocker and just laughed: “See you in a few days!”
I strangely knew then I would most likely never see him again; I was simply done with this life and I knew Jay
wasn’t going to come with me.

I had given it one last earnest attempt and I, and I think Kinney as well, knew these wineskins were simply too
worn-out to continue anymore.
Kinney didn’t know that I had heard him tell Jay that he had felt they had been chasing the bottom of
something. Ironically I had heard him and Jay discuss the fact that looking for reality within drugs was as
bankrupt as positivism (in reference to their exploration of LSD I was assuming). I had never asked about this
discussion but it had given me an incredible insight on their true selves that they seldom revealed.
Instead of waiting on Jay, Kinney and I called a cab; though it was about $160 vs. $50 for the train the cab $80
each seemed like an easier and simpler way to get home.
“It is a nice night tonight.” Kinney commented.
We were both so damn tired… But we simply couldn’t find any rest at all ironically…
That was about the only thing we said on the cab ride back to the city.

Chapter 8

I went home and passed out. I was supposed to meet Payens for breakfast at Tartine (off 11th).
Tartine had a nice and tasteful atmosphere; Payens normally sat in the corner, housed between brick and
wooden walls, but today, uncharacteristically, he sat outside and enjoyed the beauty of the day.
“Well I think he is not near as lost as any of us were in our generations…” stated Dylan emphatically.
“I don’t know…” Payens said.
“I kind of feel for them. Look at the fucked up generation they live in. Gay love is fine but don’t call it
biblically okay; the Jews today are just as fucked-up about it when they say their Old Testament only condemns
gay-sex if you’re not born gay. What a crock of shit. Either don’t believe in the Bible or accept that it’s as sin
but that you’re okay with it. A generation so lost that it cannot even say ‘2+2=4’ if it happens to offend
somebody… You heard that table at the White Horse; they thought we should all be ‘euthanized’ earlier and for
what? Because we differed in opinion? Seriously – my own as well as your guys’ generation was pretty ‘lost’
but not like today... Today ‘nothing’ is true and ‘nothing’ right or wrong. Today is not only ‘lost’ but it seems to
be fucked in more ways than one; the whole while celebrating their libertine lifestyle of nihilistic values in and
for nothing… You can totally see how a charismatic leader like Hitler could do the same thing today that was
done time and time again throughout history when a culture is devoid of objectivity…” Dylan said as he ordered
another coffee in an attempt to wake himself up “existentialistically” he would always say.
Payens took a breath and said: “It may be our last act here on earth, but I think we owe it to this
generation, as well as God, to try and pass on some echo of wisdom before they cut their own throats before the
Muslims can. I just wish someone could have helped us out like this a few generations ago; but like Jake’s
grandfather use to always say: ‘You can’t teach wisdom; you have to learn it.’ So I think we owe it to them.”
Payens said with a smile.
“I was so close to jumping in the abyss like the rest of that ‘so-called’ lost-generation as well as with those New
York bunch of poets; God allowed me to see into the abyss but unlike the rest of them I didn’t jump in it… We
gotta somehow tell them what it all means?” Payens sighed.

“At least before they all euthanize us! And that Muslim comment is likely to get your writings banned since we
know the old mantra of Islam is peace like 2+2=98!” Dylan said as he raised his double-shot in salutation.
Kind of sad that he was right; also sad that he was already drinking double-shot liquor by 9am.
“Sorry I’m late.” I yelled as I crossed the street to Tartine while simultaneously trying to snap out of my
hangover.
“Have you been alone this whole time?” I asked.
“It’s fine.” Payens said.
I ordered a triple espresso in the hopes of getting past this hangover.
“You drink that espresso like Hemmingway use to.” Payens said.
“Did you really know Hemmingway?” I asked.
I had heard but had always been a bit skeptical.
“Not well. I was probably around 20 and him mid-forties when we met. He bought me a drink and then made an
ass of himself once in Spain. I met him once after that but that was about it. I knew Kerouac much better;
besides Wolfe was a better writer than a hundred Hemmingways. Sad really… They were all victims in many
ways just like you may be.” Payens said.
I somewhat ignored him; seemed like he was rambling a bit so I tuned it out.
“I think it’s time for us to visit a little hidden gem of a café I only take a few trusted elect to and then I want us
to visit a gallery for just a moment.” Payens stated.
“Then we’ll actually be able to dig into your life more?” I asked indignantly.
“Sure, sure.” Payens said nonchalantly with a wave of his hand.
“So we really need to catch up with the questions that count and that they are going to ask me about: ‘Were you
married? Did you ever really love? Tell me about Kerouac. Tell me about all the different adventures you had
that everyone wants to hear about. How have the arts evolved and all that shit.” I said enthusiastically.
Payens seemed to dodge all of these questions; with every question I was hit by even more “white-noise” it
seemed?
“Will you just answer me directly?” I finally deplored.
“Let’s go.” Payens said.
“To where?” I asked.
“To my favorite café; I really think you should come and see it and you’ll get a lot of your answers there.”
Payens said with a smile.
“But first; I want you to come by a studio and see what you ‘honestly’ think about some of his work.” Payens
boldly claimed as he walked ahead of me.
“Fine.” I finally said. “Whatever you want…”
We shot up to the Waterfall Gallery on 80th to see an exhibit on Silence and Beauty: Hidden Faith Born of
Suffering by an Asian artist turned Christian apparently.

His works were pretty original and it was interesting to see an Asian (contemporary) artist find “faith” within
the Arts I thought.
“This man has really helped show the objectivity to the Arts; similar to my old friend Francis Schaeffer.”
Payens said nonchalantly.
“So you knew him? And you were a student or teacher of Schaeffer? He was an evangelical philosopher
correct?” I asked trying to continue a more traditional line of questions.
Payens simply smiled and patted me on the back, as his youth seemed to return almost instantaneously.
“Something like that.” Payens said with a wink.
It was interesting reading some of the interviews that took place with this Asian artist and how, according to
Payens, that this artist helped embody the very elements of post-postmodernism and its seeking for bringing
back objectivity to the arts. The flyer at the small museum had a short interview done with him:
“Question: In 1990 you founded the International Arts Movement, and you have said that its goal is to rehumanize the world. What have you learned about how to do that?
Answer: You first identify what’s dehumanizing. We do that by understanding the arts and the fundamental
beliefs that we have about the arts. You cannot “commoditize” art and make it sustainable. It’s OK to be part of
a market system; it’s just that you have to guard the very heart of expression that cannot be commoditized.
It is a gift, and we want to honor that gift. You have certain ideals, and you’re often co-opted by and hijacked
by these ideological realities and dehumanized mechanisms. So you identify those dehumanizing things first,
and then you re-humanize by working at it and being faithful in the place you’re called to be, by not giving in to
these dehumanized realities. At the same time, you’re willing to engage with it somehow, being part of it but
not being of it.5

I found the entire exhibit, though short, to be quite inspiring and enlightening at the same time really.
“It’s time to go.” Payens said somewhat directly.
“Okay ‘boss”? I said with a bit of arrogance as if I was his “student” or some bullshit; either way I put up with it
though I was not going to be coerced by Payens or anyone else.
We walked down to 33rd to get on the path-train to Hoboken. We walked down the staircase by Macy’s and
down a long corridor to where the path-trains were and crowded on. After about 5 stops we got off in Hoboken
and headed to a little café called “The Existential Café” according to Payens.
“What a lame name?” I thought to myself.
“Just give it a chance.” Payens said with a smile.
It was almost as if he was young again as he shot off the train and fired up by a Starbucks and past an oyster bar
along the stinky Hudson up and over toward Jersey City (though still in Hoboken).
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It was about that time he came to a little alley; within that alley was a narrow street and then a small building in
which we entered and after feeling our way through an incredibly narrow passageway we found ourselves in a
large hallway with a wooden sign that had painted on it: “Existential Café”.
“What an odd place? How would anyone ever find this dive?” I asked.
“Come on.” Payens signaled ignoring my question as usual.
We walked into some old bar that was setup as-if it was set in the early 1900s it seemed.
“So some old speak-easy pub is what you were so excited to show me?” I asked with a smile.
Payens just smiled. “Something like that.” He said as he lit up his pipe and seemed to be young again if for just
that moment.
“I want to introduce you to a few friends of mine.” Payens said.
“Sure, sure.” I said with a half-hearted smile; all the while just wishing the night was over.
“This is an old friend of mine – ‘Hem’.” Payens announced.
“Did you like my novel?” Hem asked.
“I don’t guess I have read it sorry.” I said somewhat aloofly.
We sat down and Payens was smiling ear-to-ear.
“Hem – tell Jake a little about what we talked about surrounding post-postmodernism.” Payens said as he
looked somewhat alive and 50 years younger all at once.
“That young man – ‘Payens’ is a damn fine writer; he is both courageous and brave and his writing is true and
to the point.” Hem said as he kicked back a drink of some type; almost looked like brandy perhaps.
“Well… I guess that’s true to a point… But why do you think his concept of post-postmodernism is true?” I
asked somewhat arrogantly.
“Do you box?” Hem asked.
“You mean, like, put on gloves and fight?” I asked somewhat perplexed with my glass of house-red.
“Yes.” Hem said sternly.
“No, I mean, no – not really.” I said.
“Yes – It’s hard for me to believe what Payens says. Words like ‘holy’ or ‘true’ make me uneasy.” Hem said.
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“He says that our generation will be so fucked that it will lose all concept of objective truth. He’s nuts. No
matter how ‘lost’ we become I do not see us losing common sense of distinguishing between ‘right & wrong’.”
Hem said as he took a long drink.
“Where the hell was I?” I wondered.
“Payens speaks of a future where truth will be relative. I think he is insane. What do you think?” Hem asked.
“I don’t guess I really know.” I said as I felt a cold sweat encapsulate me since we were already living that here
in the present.

“What the hell was going on?” I wondered; everything felt so surreal almost like I was in a dream or had I
mixed LSD and coke by mistake again; was I that drunk I wondered…
“For Christ’s sake I’m asking you if you think there is any truth to Payen’s ramblings or if you think it’s just an
old man babbling?” Hem asked.
“For what? Or… I mean for whose sake?” I shuddered. I felt like I was trapped between a dream and reality.
“Are you drunk? Christ! You know – Jesus Christ; of Nazareth – the ‘Bible’?!” Hem barked.
“Do you think there is any truth to Payens’ ramblings about a world where truth becomes relative?” Hem asked
again.
I was speechless. “Where the fuck was I?” I kept wondering.
I smiled and toasted Hem and walked off. I heard him say: “Damn coward..” Then shout: “Who wants to
fight?!”
I walked up to the bar and asked for a drink and I started to start tab; about that time Payens slid in and said: “I
got you brother” – and handed the bartender some cash.
“You feeling alright?” Payens asked.
“I think so…” I stuttered.
“Forget Hem.” He said.
“You remember Dylan and Jack, right?”
A young man with curly hair and another one that looked a little like Brad Pitt walked up and sat down; one
with a glass of red wine and the other with a whiskey or scotch looked like.
“Good evening gentleman.” I said.
“Gentleman?” Jack said?
“We met about a week ago didn’t we?” Dylan laughed.
“What?” I stuttered.
“At the White Horse!” Payens barked with a half-smile/half laugh.
I felt drunk within a stead of drunkenness; I felt euphoric.
“We met before? I’m sure you’re mistaken; though I’m a bit drunk I think I would have remembered.” I
laughed as I took another drink of the gin I had ordered earlier without realizing.
All at once their faces became clearer; they were so much younger looking than I remember but it was Payens’
friends that I had met briefly at the White Horse I think?
“I’m so sorry; I didn’t quite recognize you due to the lighting I suppose.” I played off with another drink.
“So – did you get your answers about post-postmodernism?” Dylan asked.
“I don’t know…” I said as I shrugged my shoulders and nursed my drink.
“No – I’m serious. You met us as we should have been; did you understand the arts in the way it should have
been understood by us?” Dylan asked in all seriousness.
“Sure, sure.” I said with another drink.

“Seriously!” Jack barked.
“We fucked it all up and then committed suicide figuratively and literally; do you or do you not understand
what Payens has been discussing? We’re here to help, but all of our time is limited; do you understand or not –
there isn’t much time for you to fuck around.” Jack said sternly.
I didn’t say a word; instead I nodded my head, toasted them and took another drink.
“Ya know… This is a chance that half the world would pay their lives to have.” Payens said as he lit up his
pipe.
“Do you have any questions you’d like to ask and have some legitimate answers to?” Payens asked.
I was probably white as a ghost. “Well… I like the fact that you have such a group of old-school friends that
would enjoy this.” I said.
“You’re still not getting it…” Payens said sadly.
“I’m going to go get a drink with a few old friends; why don’t you mingle and ask any and all questions you
might have surrounding the culture of the arts for the last 100+ years. Just pretend you are with the top minds of
the past eras and assume time itself is somewhat oblique; just see what you can find out.” Payens said with a
warm and young smile.
“See what you can find out and then I’ll meet you sometime and somewhere afterwards.” Payens said as he
walked up to the barkeep and informed him that any/all bills I might rack up was already paid for.
Payens gave me a big (uncomfortable) hug and then disappeared.
I downed about 3-5 drinks and then made my way around the little pub.
I tried to call Jay and Kinney but my phone couldn’t get any signal whatsoever?
“Damn Jersey…” I murmured under my breath.
“Hey! How are you guys doing?” I asked a group of artists sitting in a corner table; had it not been for the shots
I had taken, I doubt I could have gathered the courage to even talk to them.
“We are good. Please join us.” One of them cried in broken English.
“This is a really nice party.” I said. I wasn’t sure what else to say really.
“Party? Yes… I guess you could say that.” One said.
“So – What are you guys discussing?” I asked casually.
“We are talking about the objective foundation of the Arts; there can be no objectivity to the Arts outside of
God. What do you say?” One stated/asked.
“Shit…” I thought to myself. “Is everyone obsessed with this shit on objectivity and the arts?” I wondered.
“Ugh… Well… I don’t see why the Arts can’t have objective worth regardless of god’s existence.” I said cool
and calmly.
“Please explain.” Another one said.

I tried to explain how objectivity could be derived outside of God, but with each point I tried to make they had
valid reasons why what I was explaining was only ‘subjective’ and not ‘objective’ in its explanation or worth
and value.
I hated to admit it but they had a damn good point…
I changed the subject as fast as I could and we had a good conversation before another group of guys grabbed
me and pulled me to their table.
“What do you think of my poetry?” One asked.
I read, in my drunken state, what seemed to be a poem mixed with literal beauty as well as moral ontology.
I wanted to weep, but I did not…
“This poem is instilled with utter beauty.” I said with a definitive truth.
It was equal in beauty linguistically as Michelangelo’s works in my humble opinion; Payens’ insistent on
“objectivity” necessitating “God’s” existence had never been more evident than now…
“God?!” are we really back to this old fable I thought to myself as I stood up, almost turning over a table, as I
ran to the bathroom. I splashed water in my face and took 3-4 deep breaths – “come on baby… Take a deep
breath and let’s just get the hell out of here.” I told myself as I made my way through a group coming into the
bathroom.
The room was spinning while at the same time some old jazz-like music was being played; I felt disgusted by
this attempt to portray the early 20th century as some type of golden-age -what bullshit. I felt somewhat
suffocated… Everywhere I turned was the past and present converging into one; what was I to do?! I started to
panic; I searched ominously for an exit. What was I to do?!
All at once Payens showed up, grabbed me by the shoulders and asked: “What is the problem? You can ask
anything you want here; but once you leave you may never come back. Are you sure you are ready to leave
already?”
“Yes! Get me the fuck out of this nightmare of inter-transparency!” I wailed.
“Half-truth? Why only ‘half-truth?” Payens’ asked.
I dove back into the crowd quizzing them as long as I could about truth within the arts and time and time again I
was forced to retreat based upon the fact that the arts could give us objective truth far more than any “scientifictruths” ever could wish to; Payens seemed to be (at least partially) right…
I stormed past Hem and all the others; I kicked in the door and escaped that hell; and finally found my way back
into the streets of Hoboken where I passed out outside of the Starbucks near the path-train.
I woke up maybe 3-4 hours later; it was around 7am. Thankfully no one had taken my wallet.
“Had I dreamed half of the shit that happened last night?” I wondered…
“Did someone slip me some hard-ass ecstasy or something?” I wondered.
I didn’t have the stomach to ask Payens, so instead I ignored it all.

“A lie is noisy and complicated; but the truth is even more complicated and noisy; so let us be content with a
quiet lie to calm our fickle and simple minds.” I told myself each morning, as I numbed my mind in the
evenings with sedatives and liquor.
Had last night even been real? Did it last a lifetime or but a moment? What was it all for? – These questions and
more I contemplated as they raced thru my head as I closed my eyes…
I kept hearing voices in my head; maybe voices of the past: “Your generation has taken the final step away from
God. Prophets like Hemmingway took a step, then the latter prophet Kerouac took another step perhaps, but
your generation has cut ties altogether and because of this you are more ‘lost’ than any generation of the last
century it would seem.”
Then as soon as I turned towards the voice I heard from the other-side of the room: “Do you think it was just a
‘happy-coincidence’ that the literary group known as the Inklings, especially CS Lewis and JR Tolkien, were in
WW1 and wrote after it just like Hemmingway and those deemed a ‘Lost Generation’ but their writings are
never referred to as ‘lost’ though they came from the exact same era. Lewis started out in the same boat before
coming to believe in an objective truth. This is why you can have two literary groups writing at the same time
but one is ‘Lost’ and the other ‘Not-Lost’ (or ‘Found’) I guess you could say.”
All at once I seemed to snap out of it.
It was at this point I knew exactly what Payens was referring to; it was so odd how I had never seen it before?
He wasn’t talking about “religion” or “tradition” but he was talking about God as true reality; not just some
upper-story metaphor.
One of the reasons my poetry, short stories, jazz and even my paintings felt so empty/hollow and purposeless
was because they were without an objective reference point; even people like Hemmingway or Kerouac realized
this and that is why they never could fully divorce themselves from God per se. It finally made sense… Even
people like Hemmingway, James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, Picasso, Chagall, Porter, all of them were pulled to an
objective understanding of aesthetics; though they might redefine them as subjective – “A rose by any other
name is still indeed a rose” it seemed.
I had done a variety of drugs but this feeling was not the same; LSD had nothing on what I went through last
night. Nonetheless I was trying to snap-out of this stupor…
I sat on the benches overlooking the Hudson; there were several peninsula-like platforms that jutted out from
the main walkway there in Hoboken. I watched the sunrise as some bum asked me for a buck; I then grabbed a
grande-latte from the Starbucks on the corner and took the path train back to Manhattan. The scone and icecoffee I got tasted better than anything I think I had ever tasted in my life. Oddly the boredom I had seemed to
be plagued with for an eternity had seemed to completely dissipate.
What a surreal night; it was becoming harder for me to distinguish “up” from “down”; I was in an increasingly
recognizable state of vertigo both within my art as well as life it seemed. I took the ferry back to the city as I
couldn’t stomach the thought of the path-train right now…

Chapter 9

It had been 2 days since my very “unexplainable” (to say the least) experience and I had yet to talk to anyone
about it, let alone the other random things that had been going through my mind. I had called in sick to work the
last 2 days which was no lie; I was anything but healthy it seemed and the thought of being around a bunch of
drones dedicating their lives money had even less appeal to me than normal.
I finally got ahold of Jay surprisingly, but not Kinney, and he agreed to meet me at the Birdland jazz club
around 44th if memory serves me correctly I’m almost sure that is where it was.
I was first of all surprised that Jay wanted to meet at all if a party wasn’t involved and secondly I was somewhat
mesmerized by Jay’s, not Kinney’s, growing appreciation of jazz as an art itself; in this it almost seemed that
Jay understood a level within the arts more than Kinney did.
I walked in and it was almost as “red” as the KGB had been.
Jay was sitting at the bar; flirting with the female bartender of course…
“Hello Jay.” I said as if I was addressing a true artisan; not the “Jay” I normally thought of and had little respect
for.
“What’s up Jake?” Jay said in a bit of sober bravado.
“I’m actually surprised to see you here?” I said in a bit of confusion.
“Why?” Jay asked legitimately.
“Well… It’s 3pm, you’re sober, and I asked to meet you about something serious and you’re here?” I said with
a perplexed expression.
“Not to be an asshole but I could have seen Kinney accepting this offer but not you; there is no pussy, no drugs,
and it ‘is’ serious talk so I’m a little dumbfounded that you’re here Jay.” I said bluntly.
Jay didn’t say anything for a long time. He started to light a smoke before he was reminded, obviously, that
smoking was no longer legal indoors.
“You know John Cage right?” Jay randomly asked.

“I don’t think so.” I replied.
“Well… That’s just it I guess…” Jay said as he lit his cigarette and wore his sunglasses behind his head. The
bartender surprisingly had agreed to allow Jay to smoke a quick cigarette even though it was against both state
and city laws.
“Believe it or not I can relate to a lot of what you have to say.” Jay stated.
About this time, as if through a knee-jerk reaction against reality, Jay signaled the bartender, who already
seemed in love with him, for a double scotch and soda to deaden his nerves.
I stopped the bartender from pouring the drink and asked for her to give us a few minutes. I didn’t want to allow
Jay to retreat behind sedatives; this was too easy an escape for our generation.
“Well… I honestly understand… I fuck these random girls to give both myself and them some sort of meaning;
at the same time when I hear the random nature of jazz-music I can understand that life, and music, are anything
but the result of randomness; free-will is a bitch but it within itself a type of ‘proof’ for some sort of ‘truth’ to
this whole fucked-up world we seem to live in…” Jay said as he took a huge drag on his cigarette; the drag took
about half of his smoke.
“Damn…” I thought to myself.
Jay seemed to have life figured out more than most of us when I normally just assumed he was, without a doubt,
the most delusional…
“So do you think there is any real meaning to life?” I asked as if I was a child and Jay somehow had the
answers.
“Fucking-a… I do think God exists; it’s the only thing that can make sense of this fucked-up relativistic bullshit
we live in?” Jay said somewhat stoically.
I was somewhat in shock; I never guessed in 2016 that Jay would be the “wise-man” that would make sense of
the world…
I then took a chance and explained to him everything from post-postmodernism, that Payens told me about, as
well as the insanity of my apparent time-warp or whatever it was from Hoboken and Jay seemed to treat all of
this quite real and serious? I didn’t know what to think or say; but Jay seemed to understand it all at that
moment in time. He almost treated my story as if it was a common-place truth; one that he had helped write the
book on?
“What are you thinking?” I asked Jay after what seemed like an eternity of silence.
“I don’t know… I know that jazz is built largely off of the concept of everything being due to chance including
music; but at the same time I know that I shouldn’t allow jazz to be so limited in its definition. In other words I
think it means a lot more than that; even within this concept of chance I see design, and this design seems to
speak of some type of truth? But I just can’t get my fingers around what this “truth” is or what it means or if it’s
just wishful thinking based on some early mid-life crisis?” Jay said as he lit a second smoke.

“Damn…” I thought to myself. Jay barely had a high school diploma or could get himself out of bed in the
morning but he seemed to, at least today, understand more about reality than Payens, myself or any doctorate I
had ever heard lecture…
“I have slept with like 10 girls and you guys tease me about practically being a ‘virgin’, right?” I asked.
“Well hell, you are compared to the rest of us!” Jay laughed as he readjusted his glasses on the back of his head
that had started to slip off.
“Yeah… but if you look at people from like 100 years ago, like Hemmingway or Fitzgerald, they were
considered ‘wild’ but they’d look at me sleeping with 10 girls as being a practical male-whore?” I commented.
“So what? We’re a lost generation! Didn’t you realize that?” Jay stated and asked almost in one breath
I didn’t ask anything else about the subject; not only was there no point but I could tell Jay was getting pissy.
“So you do think there is some merit to Payens’ concept of ‘post-postmodern’?” I asked Jay; expecting more
confusion than an honest answer.
“It seems that the arts as well as life itself either has purpose or none of it does; with God it has purpose and
without it simply cannot have.” Jay said with a shrug of the shoulders.
“So you’re a Christian?” I asked with a bit of arrogance.
Jay just smiled.
“Who knows? Just because I have fucked up my life doesn’t mean God doesn’t exist right? Will I go to
Heaven? Who knows? But this doesn’t seem to change the true nature communicated through the arts that the
jazz musician or you perform – correct? One thing you and I both know, though we pretend not to, is that this
generation will decide the reality of the next; not just as artists but as human beings I’m afraid.” Jay said as if he
was Socrates himself.
We didn’t say anything for some time until I finally asked: “What is Kinney up to these days?”
“He has apparently become a Buddhist monk or something?” Jay laughed as he drank half a mug of beer.
“A Buddhist?!” I asked in confusion.
“That’s a bit extreme and sudden isn’t it?” I asked somewhat perplexed.
“Well… Maybe? But didn’t you and him talk about the ignorance of ‘all being due to chance’?”
“Well… Yeah, but I didn’t mean Buddhism?” I stated somewhat in a statement/question.
“Why not Buddhism?” Jay asked.
“Well… I don’t know? I mean… I’m more deist these days than anything but it seems like Buddhism is more
‘atheistic’ with a little bit of ‘spiritual’ sprinkled on top?” I said.
“I guess… God seems to have to be personal so that would mean theism, not deism, is true; moreover
Christianity and Judaism are the only religions steeped within history, and the oldest, so that would leave out

Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism and just leave Judaism or Christianity – right?” I asked myself just as much as
Jay.
Damn I did sound like Payens; maybe this was just due to me being born in America.
“Who knows? Who cares?” Jay said as he lit his 3rd smoke and ordered another drink. Now this was more the
Jay I was use to; I saw the Jay of a true and authentic nature quickly disappear into himself…
At this point I knew the real Jay was long gone and the false Jay was now back in control; or maybe it was viceversa, as he asked: “Hey Jake! You ready to get some girls and go party?”
I smiled and gave Jay a pat on the back and paid for our tab. I gave him $20 to use for a cab and I walked out.
I never saw Jay again after that night, at least since penning this, but he had taught me more than any of my
professors to be truly honest. I genuinely hope that he and Kinney found some type of meaning in this world of
subjective lies.6
By the end of the week I felt more surreal than real; I had basically seen my life evolve before my eyes. Jay and
Kinney; my brothers were now gone on their own journeys like Odysseus before them. I questioned my own
purpose, whether to even finish my Masters and wondering where the hell Payens even was.
I pondered many things those next few days. As I sat at a café near Battery Park I re-read parts of my old
classics: the Odyssey, Gulliver’s Travels, the Sun Also Rises, 1984, On the Road, and poetry from across the
globe and time; all the while yearning to seek some connection to our time and theirs.
I had cut most ties with the life I had known; Jay and Kinney were seeking their own truths and now I was
mine. I was still somewhat awestruck by my trip, or dream, to the existential café; yet I still was not completely
clear what was fact and what was fiction? Moreover I had still not heard from Payens; had the whole thing been
a dream or an illusion? What was real and fake now seemed to blend together in a world of “gray”…
As I was alternating between a glass of wine and my coffee I stumbled across the familiar lines:
“I am a part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro’ gleams
That untraveled world whose margin fades
Forever and forever when I move…”
I looked up to see Payens standing there.
He looked different; almost less alive?
Maybe older than he had before?
Either way I was quite relieved to see him again.
“So you really did exist after all?” I asked with a laugh.
He just smiled as he sat down adjacent from me.
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Sadly it had turned out that Kinney had committed suicide when Buddhism apparently had not worked out for him (I didn’t find
this out until several weeks later unfortunately).

“I didn’t know how you would feel after taking a long look into the mirror of the past; the mirror of
existentialism. We all have to face the rolling-mirror of life where past/present/future collide; no different than
Odysseus’s journey.” He said with a smile.
“So… Let’s finish up this project of yours while there is still time how about?” Payens stated as if it was as easy
as all that.
“Yeah I wish it was that easy… We’ve barely even gotten started on anything of any real sustenance and you’re
saying ‘let’s wrap it up?’” I asked with a laugh.
“You have lived a 1/3 of century, you’re a smart guy who knows how to write and that objective truth is real,
and you have had an evening with many of the great artisans of the last century; to mingle with, ask questions to
and I have practically laid in your lap the next great artistic movement that very well could save the arts from
industrial-machine of science that in its ignorance seeks to devour anything that does not look like itself. If you
ask me you have more than anyone could hope for in your shoes. The question is what will you do with it?”
Payens asked as he lit up his pipe.
“You can continue to bob like a cork in a sea of half-truths or you can do more with your life and your arts; and
just maybe you can help save a few well-meaning artists in the meantime. Naturalism is dead, like the
positivism of my day. So why not cross the bridge that Munch and my generation were too scared to cross; you
got nothing to lose do you?” He said.
Neither of us said anything for quite some time. He sat there and smoked his pipe and I sipped at my coffee.
“Damn… I think he’s right?” I thought to myself; though I dare not admit it... It’s hard to tell what’s real
anymore, but the world does seem to make a little more sense, let alone art, if “2+2 does = 4” instead of just
“whatever”.
We never really talked about our trip to the existential café; instead we continued to discuss different
experiences of his own life and the lessons that he learned from each one. We talked for what seemed like days
discussing his times with many of the great poets, writers, painters (and even philosophers) of the 20th century;
oddly enough he asked me to not include these stories in this writing? He was insistent that the concept of
“post-postmodern” was to be the centerpiece of my work and thesis and that his and others’ support behind it
was simply many legs for the same table.
“What’s your friends up to?” he asked somewhat out of nowhere.
“Well Kinney is now apparently a Buddhist and Jay is going ‘on the road’ to try and meet new people and ‘live’
life to its fullest.” I said as I rolled my eyes.
“Don’t be too hard on them. The way this culture has neutered society it’s a wonder why we haven’t all
committed suicide.” Payens said almost under his breath.
“Kinney going from a hippy to a Buddhist monk though is hard for me to even picture.” I said with a laugh.

“He’ll probably be something else in a month; Buddhism reduces what we don’t like to an ‘illusion’ and takes
the ‘personal’ out of existing; and as with most religions is based on one man’s testimony.” Payens said in a
“matter of fact” type way.
“You’re Christian right? Is it any different?” I asked. We hadn’t really discussed it in any great detail, but I had
always thought he was.
“Yes that’s right I am a theist who believes Jesus solidifies everything within reality so I guess you would say
I’m a Christian. I don’t really want to go into a lecture on religions but I would advise that you educate yourself
on the subject. Buddhism is an offshoot of Hinduism and both of these Eastern Religions take any type of
‘personal’ or theistic concept of God out of the picture. Christianity, Judaism and Islam are theistic; Islam being
600 years later and based on one man’s testimony (let alone its woefully inadequate concept of God) puts it in a
similar category as Montanism or Manichaeism centuries earlier, therefore that leaves us with Judaism and
Christianity. Not only are these two religions based on a personal God but the Bible is written by at least 40
authors but it is written within history; this makes it quite unique since religions based on one man’s testimony
or gods fighting in the heaven are un-falsifiable. The Bible being based within human history and on a personal
God make sit at least worth checking out; and the person of Jesus of Nazareth is why I’m a Christian and not a
Jew.” Payens said quickly but firmly.
“Let’s just assume the Bible is right and we are created in the image of God. This gives us some credence and
logic to things like moral values and duties being objectively worthwhile, history acting in some type of
metanarrative, etc. but it is within poetry and stories we see patterns in the clouds and hear music produced by a
bubbling brook that allow us to better glimpse the biblical notion of God. It’s this yearning that reveals God to
us; the God who created us made us poets and artists - and in doing so granted us a unique likeness to himself.
This is why God must exist necessarily Jake; and it is why I resonate so beautifully to the parables, proverbs,
psalms and prose of the Bible not just exegetically but holistically.” Payens commented with all the heart of a
martyr.
“But enough about all that; you can’t teach wisdom but have to learn it. However, theism does allow one to
anchor the Arts into objective reality like the Fujimura exhibit7 we visited the other day showed. You can
anchor your arts into theism without getting it dirtied by ‘religion’. This is a journey you’re going to have to
figure out Jake, but let’s keep going it’s getting cooler everyday it seems.”
We worked on through the evening and with each passing hour I got more tired but Payens seemed to become
more awake as he helped me pull my work together in at least a semi-digestible concoction. It was quite
impressive how well Payens understood the arts, even very recent works, but it was also impressive how he
understood how to pull this type of thesis together quite well why allowing me to do the work myself and not
just mirror him.
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“Post-postmodernism – this is the gift we discovered too late in life along with your Grandfather. We’re too old
to do much with it now but you’re not. Our lives are that of a disguise in many ways aren’t they?” Payens asked
empathetically.
“I’m really not sure what you mean?” I said. I was a little worried he was starting to lose his mind in all
honesty.
“Your Grandfather and you really did have a good discussion; he was really impressed with some of your
ideas.” Payens said as if my Grandfather and I had just spoken.
“Yeah sure.” I said somewhat annoyed as I again didn’t know what the hell he was talking about.
One thing I will give Payens credit for is helping open many of the doors in my head that society and the
sciences had closed at an early age. I actually felt alive in my work again because I knew it had a type of
objective or absolute worth I guess you could say. I cannot explain how once the scales were removed from my
eyes how much it all made sense; I had been blind but now could truly see the world anew and my creative
energies were explosive.
Time flew by as I pieced my thesis together, had countless poetry and prose readings, and had produced several
oil and acrylic works, wrote one song and was in the process of helping advise on an independent film project.
I knew the committee would love the fact that I was able to land a name like Payens for my project; but I also
knew they would be very unimpressed that I was now attempting to explain his view of post-postmodernism as
not only “true” but as desperately needed today (before the “natural sciences” forever banished the concept of
“the Arts” to nothing more than chemical reactions in the brain)…
Payens (and to a lesser degree the poet Edwards who had recently finished his MA) helped night and day with
the project and we drilled and drilled again and again what would be some of the obvious points of contention
that the Masters committee would surely bring up; making sure I had a good and well-rounded defense. I felt
really good; not angry, bitter or hopeless like I had for so long.
“Don’t you have anything else you want to be doing?” I asked.
“Like what? You’re tired of me already?” He smiled.
“No, I just feel bad you’re spending so much time here and you know you haven’t got that much time to spare.”
I joked.
“Don’t you want to get a drink with Jack or Dylan?” I asked.
“Who?” Payens said somewhat perplexed.
“Your friends Jack and Dylan.” I said with a bit of exhaustion. I despised having to repeat myself.
“They have been dead for decades! Just get back to work.” Payens barked.
He was obviously not thinking clearly so I just ignored it and we kept on working.
“We’re getting close to having this bastard done finally.” I said with a resolute air of satisfaction as I poured
myself a glass of wine.
“Yeah – pretty close I think.” Payens said.

“Let’s wrap this up in the next couple of hours and I’ll take you out to celebrate a little. We might even get you
laid.” I said in a dead-serious attitude.
Payens just shook his head and never looked up.

Chapter 10

[Please note – chapter 10 was never completed; we are including it here, in its incomplete form, just so one may
fully grasp the entirety of Karnes’ work on Payens and thus draw their own conclusions.]

I am both relieved and somewhat depressed that my thesis is now complete. Though I can finally see and
communicate a poem, a painting, song or movie as if a blindfold has been removed from my eyes, I can also see
that this was Payens’ last great quest. Ever since my graduation and first galleria Payens has seemed to age
rapidly almost overnight; almost as if he was fighting back time to get this last thing done. Now that he had at
least somewhat succeeded he has seemed to rapidly lose the fight against time.
Shortly after my second lecture on the philosophy of art and post-postmodernism, I took Payens to a poetry
reading of some young artists who had seemed to resonate with the concept of post-postmodern and Payens
could barely walk across the room; a complete 180 degrees from the man I met about 6 months earlier. I need to
make things right. Maybe we’re all lost despite the bullshit year we were born; it’s never too late to turn it all
around though it would seem.
[This is where Karnes’ rough-draft novella ends. Payens died a few months after Karnes’ masters was
completed and the only notes we have surrounding this time period was a poem by Karnes referencing Payens’
funeral presumably. I (James Edwards) had the privilege of working with both Jake and Payens periodically
ever since Payens first noticed me at the KGB for the short time I lived in NYC. Though I am no scholar I am
attempting to put together both the works of Karnes as well as Payens’ through this unfinished biography by
him of Payens. I am also including here a list of poems and short stories by both Payens, Karnes and myself
based on the promise that I gave Payens to be the best poet of the 21 st century. A tall order but one that I will
continue to work diligently towards God-speed.]

TO MY DEAR JEAN PAYENS…
As the rain fell upon the earth and dampened the mud around us
We opened our white umbrellas
Little drops of rain rolled off my darkened hat and down my black suit
As the droplets began to roll down the tombstone I lowered my head and prayed
I mourned silently to God, “Why must there be such despair?”
A spear of sunlight pierced the grey rain clouds, impaling the dense air of sorrow
I removed my sunglasses; everything seemed less grey
I spotted a small Easter Lily.
I am not sure how I had missed it before
The rain droplets hung from the tips of the petals like liquid gold.
We closed our umbrellas as the rain subsided and the light broke through.
I now had my answer.

Afterword
Sadly, it was less than 4 months after Payens’ death; Jake Karnes was killed in a car accident on his way to
Kansas City Missouri. Though he never completed his “Magnus-opus” on Payens and post-postmodernism, a
few of us who believed in the work of Payens and Karnes felt it necessary to pull together Karnes’ rough-draft
novella here and convey the heart behind post-postmodernism. James Stroud finished a short work on postpostmodernism called: The Philosophy of Art in the 21st Century: An Introduction to Post-postmodernism based
largely on the skeleton sketches left by Karnes. Unfortunately, there were no “lost works” of Karnes or Payens
(that we have found anyway); but keep in mind Karnes talked about an approximate 100,000-word novel vs.
this current 30,000 word novella-like rough draft he had completed that reads more like a mini-biography than it
does discussing the true conceptual analysis of Payens’ post-postmodern philosophy. Unfortunately, this and a
few notes/outlines is all that remained prior to Karnes’ untimely death. Please keep in mind that we are working
to publish both a collection of Payens’ short stories and poems but also Karnes’ works as well (specifically his
short story Kenton that Payens allegedly put on par with George MacDonald). All we can do is hope and pray
that a new generation will heed their words and seek to instill the Arts again with life and objective purpose.
Unfortunately, this unedited short manuscript/novella is all we can offer at this point but we hope the
philosophy behind post-postmodernism will continue to grow, giving artists a new sense of objective worth and
meaning within their works and more importantly in their lives.8
Rest in peace:
Jean Santiago Payens (circa 1920? - 2016)

Jake Karnes (circa 1982 - 2016)
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If you have any information pertaining to Payens; please contact us: www.post-postmodern.org (Part of the reason we are going
public on this shortened novella-style, is the hopes that we are able to pull together some of the various works/influences of Payens
that are surely circulating somewhere. (Special thanks to the Art Gallery at Reverie (Rogers, AR) for carrying forward the concepts of
post-postmodernism in their small gallery and coffee-shop)

Appendix I:
The short stories of Payens
Payens allegedly wrote hundreds of short stories but as of 2016 these few are all we have confirmed as
authentically Payens, though we are working to substantiate several others. 9 We are not certain when or where
these were written, but like his life, poetry and paintings, they shed some light on not only the man, but the
philosophy behind his beliefs; beliefs that were both Christian yet anti-religious (a combination that he long
maintained was not oxymoronic, but more truthful than many who call themselves “pastor”).
These short-stories of Payens’ seemed to be mostly in the meta-narrative of Chaucer-like “bard’s tales”;
in other words they were fairly short and to the point and though we cannot substantiate whether or not he was
influenced by such writers as CS Lewis, Tolkien, Barfield, etc., he does seem to tie in quirky and point-in-point
parables to leave the reader (or hearer) with something to contemplate upon. We are still sifting through many
of the various works of Payens’ (much like with his poetry) but we feel it is necessary to include at least some
of his short stories to not only better understand the man, but to also grasp a greater appreciation of his concept
of post-postmodern. I have (Edwards) am thankful to both Payens and even more Karnes who not only helped
me pull together my poetry to be solidified yet fluid, but provided me with a reason to keep doing it. I probably
would not be the poet I am today had I never met up with these two bohemian Christian (yet non-religious)
artists. Some of Karnes’ own poems have been intermixed with Payens’; let’s see if you can tell which one is
which. 😊
Enjoy –
James Edwards

www.Post-Postmodern.org
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Karnes’ notes mentioned a substantial short-story around 10,000 words called The Day After Yesterday but we have not been able
to locate anything of this unfortunately; Karnes said it was the best thing Payens wrote in his opinion.

The Chinaman
I met a Chinaman one day when I was traveling in Romania.
He was incredibly polite and insightful.
“How the hell are you?” I asked quite bluntly.
“I am fine.” He said with a slight nod of his head.
“Thank you for asking.” He smiled.
I had nothing to really waste; I was already an obvious failure as a Christian so I asked him:
“You ever think about such things as God and meaning in life?” I then smiled as I took a drink
and asked him: “You ever heard of Jesus?”
I wasn’t drunk by any means but I was feeling pretty numb to the world.
He smiled and then said: “Yes”.
“Yes?!” I asked somewhat perplexed.
“What do you mean ‘yes?’”?
“I do think about purpose, God, and I do know who Jesus Christ is.” He said with a simple
smile.
“You do?” I asked. (I was honestly surprised he spoke such good English let alone understood
who Jesus was.)
“He is the Messiah; the one who died for our sins; God incarnate; the true reality of all that
was and is, and is to come.” He calmly stated.
“Wow…” I thought.
Maybe this guy needs to be ministering to me...
Maybe he needs to be ministering to the whole damn country…
I was thrown into prison just about 1 week after this incident for “being evangelical”.
I laughed.
“What the hell does that even mean?” I thought to myself.
The Soviets had been in control of Romania for almost 10 years and they apparently didn’t
allow for anyone to disturb the “status quo”.
I was grabbed off the street one day when I was ironically contemplating how evil and
suffering can exist and so can a good-God.
The beatings and imprisonment that followed almost seemed like an answer to prayers.
“Did God exist?” was answered by me being beat down and promoted to a “citizen of truth”.
I was given a copy of the “Atheist’s Handbook” and asked to teach it as truth.
The only problem I found quickly was that it was not only based on lies and really bad logic,
but that it was obviously and totally false?
So obviously quite unintentionally the Soviet Union forged me as a firm believer in Christian
theism.
Had they left me alone I might have drifted off into atheistic complacency, but due to their
own faulty logic they had forced me to be a Christian theist; not just because it was a good
logical position but because it was the only logical position.

Anytime a person says you must believe a certain preposition without proof or warrant runs
the risk of forcing the person to ask the ever-dreadful and evil question: “Why?”
So through ever beating, and every month in jails and prison I became that much more
cemented in my belief; no, knowledge that Christian theism and the Bible are holistically true.
Ironic how God works I thought in 1966 when the militant-atheism of the Soviet Republic
forced me to be Christian; the exact opposite of what they had set out to become.
Irony of ironies; as I left that prison on that Winter day, I felt more cemented in my beliefs
because of their beatings than I ever had before.

The Girl in the Russian Museum
Lisa stared almost as if she was in a trance at Rembrandts “Prodigal”.
How ironic was it that centuries later we would still supposedly “relate” to the concept of the
prodigal son?
Today many people did not even know what the prodigal was, let alone the Rembrandt.
What a time we lived in when one could not tell “right from wrong” or “male from female” I
thought.
“Hemmingway though his culture was emasculated; but my generation was so utterly
emasculated that I couldn’t take a piss in a men’s bathroom since we were told that “man vs.
female” was just an illusion; and to say otherwise was to be not “politically correct” Lisa
reminded me.
“I’m glad I will be dead before long…” I said un-enthusiastically.
“Oh bite your tongue!” Lisa cried.
“We are here in St. Petersburg during the height of the Cold War, you have just presented
sound arguments for theism, and now we are sitting here before Rembrandts Prodigal Son
masterpiece so let us enjoy it.” Lisa said.
“Do you realize that we may never be here again let alone the painting itself? What does it
mean to you” Lisa asked somewhat condescending (knowing that I would be pissed by such
rhetoric).
“Oh!” I said.
“That’s right! It only means what I wish it to mean; that is the heart of our generation isn’t
it!?” I said with a smile.
Lisa was a good friend, but since none of us really believed in true-truth (until Francis
Schaeffer helped her to see otherwise when she visited him and his cult in Switzerland).
I thought to myself the extensive history of Russian arts as well as literature; they truly had an
extensive pool of talent that could have been so much more for their somewhat broken, or
disjointed, society today.
I stared at Rembrandt’s “Prodigal Son” for probably about an hour on that chilly April of 1974
and then flipped randomly to a page in a book I had been given:
“If we forget the absolute uniqueness of Christ’s death we are in heresy. As soon as we set
aside or minimize, as soon as we cut down in any way, as the liberals of all kinds do in their
theology, on the uniqueness and substitutionary character of Christ’s death, our teaching is no
longer Christian. On the other hand, let us remember the other side of this matter. If we forget
the relationship of this order to us as Christians, then we have a sterile orthodoxy, and we
have no true Christian life. Christian life will wither and die; spirituality
in any true biblical sense will come to an end.”
“I need a drink” I stated clearly to Lisa.
“A drink?” she asked somewhat confusedly.
“Haven’t we tried to dull our senses and understanding of truth for most of our lives Jean?”
Lisa asked.
“Okay, okay.” I said.

“We’ll not drink” I said.
She smiled.
For the first time that I could remember I didn’t need to numb myself to a reality that I finally
felt peace with.
We spent probably another 2 hours with Rembrandt before heading over for a simple dinner
at the concert.
They had always told me about the coldness of Russia, but I must admit that I felt nothing but
warmth and clarity in that late September evening; a clarity that was all encompassing and
hopefully eternal I thought.

Religion the opium of the masses?
I had just returned from Harvard on that warm day; June 8th, 1978 from hearing Solzhenitsyn’s
address to the Harvard body.
“Men have forgotten God!” he exclaimed.
At the same time many of the students “booed” his words.
Here is a man who suffered through years of prison and is now exclaiming these truths to a
bunch of young bitches that claim to be ‘men’ but don’t know shit about shit… I thought as I
listened.
Solzhenitsyn finished his speech amidst boos and yet I made my way up to him, looked him in
the eyes and shook his hand; I knew at once everything he said solidified what I already knew
to be true…
I told Scott and Lou we should head on over to the Green Dragon before I realized what a
shitty pub it was; so we immediately went over to the Bell in Hand (or something to that
effect).
I heard some snot-nosed kids talking shit about Solzhenitsyn’s speech so I asked them what he
said that was wrong?
When they couldn’t answer anything, but instead just said the obligatory “F-You!” I caught
that college-aged kid with a right/left combo that knocked him back a bit. But he smiled and
came at me so I knew I might be in for a tussle since that was about as good of a shot as I
could throw.
As I somewhat laughed to myself he kicked me near the groin.
I was so numb from boozed that I didn’t feel a thing, so I threw a straight followed by an
upper-cut that knocked him to the ground that time.
About that time Scott grabbed me and quickly drug me from there to some Oyster house.
I hate oysters I thought…
My eye was slightly blacked.
“Did I get hit?!” I asked in astonishment.
“Hell yeah you did!” exclaimed Scott nervously.
“You’re lucky you didn’t get us all arrested!” he said.
“Oh who cares…” I said quietly as I asked for a gin and tonic. (I actually hated gin for most of
my life until a girl I knew had gotten me hooked on it at the White Horse Tavern in New York).
Scott was always nervous and the fact that he was about 5 years older than me and a school
teacher put him close to 65 so I guess I understand how he didn’t want me (who’d be 60 next
year) knocking out some college-age punks like I myself was still a kid.
But I asked him: “Scott… I once challenged Hemmingway to a brawl when he (who was
probably 40 when I was 20) had gotten beligerate and challenged me outside Barcelona). That
cunt got smart with me and when I called his bluff (as well as his lack of skill in writing) he
backed off like the pussy he was.” I calmly said as I felt the anger and resentment well up in
me; more because of his suicide than his backing down from the fight to be perfectly honest.
He had killed himself about 15 years earlier I thought; hell he wasn’t much older than I am
now I thought to myself.

“Yeah whatever…” Scott said.
“Let’s just chill and get some wine” Scott said.
Get some wine was always Scott’s answer to everything…
To his credit Scott was a pretty good guy. He was a Christian but he loved the ladies more
unfortunately it seemed; a weakness I too could relate too.
“Okay buddy” I said with a smile.
“We’ll take it easy” I said.
“Boy you knocked that smart-ass out” Lou said. As he nervously but somewhat happily looked
around and ordered a drink.
“Oh well…” I said.
“Not a great Christian example, but I cannot stand for some dumbass 20 year old to be
disrespecting Solzhenitsyn that way” I said.
“He has bled his Christian beliefs; so what would some snot-nosed 20 year old atheistic know
about it anyway?” I asked as I felt the anger well-back up inside of me.
“Just chill!” Scott exclaimed.
It should be pointed out that while Scott was a very coherent and clear thinking Christian
theist, he avoided conflict at all cost and was usually guided by his penis more than his brain so
it is only natural that he would want to avoid any type of conflict.
“So Scott….” I started.
“Let’s say we went with your philosophy; one that was almost pluralistic in nature so that it
said ‘We’re all the same! Let’s just get along!” I said as I ordered one more drink (dirty this
time with an extra olive).
“Let’s say we do it just that way” I said as I took a straight shot of gin in an attempt to forget
this god forsaken world I thought as I kicked it back.
“Let say we do it; what has that gotten us?” I asked.
Scott (as usual) was completely silent.
Scott was a smart guy and he knew better but he avoided confrontation like the plague. He’d
rather burn in hell than offend someone or have to deal with confrontation it seemed… For
this he was not much unlike the majority of the guys I worked with… He knew better; he just
didn’t give a shit; at least as much as confrontation had to do with it.
I use to tell both him and Luis: “If Hemmingway was here today I’d knock him on his ass and
you both know it!” The just nodded as they quietly rolled their eyes to themselves.
I honestly loved Hemmingway and I felt a great deal of empathy in my own middle-age,
whereas I felt nothing but contempt and anger towards him in my youth.
“What an overrated coward.” I use to state.
I had met him once when I was about 20 and he was mid-40s and he was everything they said
about him: arrogant, conceded, and self-absorbed.
We almost got into a fist-fight that evening in Barcelona.
I am 99% sure I would have knocked him out cold, but I let him go…
“That weak bastard” I thought as he was dragged off by his colleagues.
“They just saved him from a real beat-down…”

It was only later when I myself was in my mid-40s and he was dead by his own hand, that I
realized how much he was a victim; a victim to the mother-fucking “Christians” that were
never there for him… the “Christians” that were never truly Christ-followers and that would
most likely burn in hell in their conceded nature, though they never realized it.
I felt bad for them and Hemmingway all at the same time… I knew that neither side really
knew what it was like to be “Christian” and therefore in their arrogance; the same arrogance
that outside the bible knew that racism (aka: segregation) was 100% foreign to the bible, and
yet they willingfully chose hell over Christ for their own sake… I truly felt sorrow for them; the
same sorrow for those that convinced themselves that adultery, stealing, etc. was all
“right/good” in their own eyes – though they knew better.
“How could I sit by complacently when many of these people would burn in hell!?” I asked
indignantly.
“Who cares!” Scott and Luis both encouraged me.
I was aghast: “What do you mean ‘who cares?’” I exclaimed indignantly.
“Just let it go; why challenge the status quo!” they both stated quite emphatically.
“Why don’t you dirty thieves either crap or get off the pot?” I said quite bluntly.
“What do you mean?” they both ironically asked.
“It’s simple and you both know it; if something is wrong then God exists but if he does not
then it opens up a variety of possibilities.” I said cool, calm and collectedly for having a snoot
full.
“Oh Rome…” I thought to myself.
How I wished I was back in Rome; in the Spanish steppes right off from the main drag where
that little café was that served that damn good espresso… Though the tourists didn’t
appreciate it, I did.
There is a certain element where neither the tourist nor the locals appreciate something; and
that is that blue horizon, just outside the local-flavor, that makes something “real” and
authentic; and this was the place (or café) that had haunted me for so long…
“Religion is the opium of the masses!” I heard someone exclaim.
Now I was ready for a fight; but more importantly I was ready for a debate, so as I began to ask
“What the hell this was all about”, I quickly realized that atheism was just as much an “opium
of the masses” as any version of theism was.
“Do whatever the you like! Don’t hold back anything! Let it all go; do not hold back one single
thing!” I was told was the path to true happiness.
“Well… Was this happiness objective?” I asked.
“Of course not; all was subjective!” I was told.
Then it’s all illusionary I said with a smile as I lit my pipe.
“Presumably.” The bartender/existentialist told me.
I laughed loudly and instead of boxing his ears, I ordered a bottle of the finest gin they had and
we all talked about and discussed our problems with the word “religion” and it turned out that
by the night’s end, we had a lot more in common with Christ than we ever thought we would
have as we saw the sun also rising over the building tops.

“What if that old Solzhenitsyn is right” I thought.
What if he is right in the end…
If he is right then all us fuck-ups who thought it was cool to reject God will be doing so as we
burn in hell…
Damn…” I thought.
As I poured another glass of gin.

To gin or not to gin; that is the question?
All she had to drink in that little shit-hole of an apartment was Gin…
“Is gin all you have?” I asked.
“Yes.” She calmly replied.
It was actually good gin (if there is such thing) which I found doubly ironic since she lived in a
dump there in Brooklyn but had about the 2nd most expensive gin available.
“Explain something to me Gloria” I said.
“You can’t afford to get the piss off the red-brick leading up to your doorway, but you can
afford a shitty bottle of gin; not only shitty gin, but what is considered by most to be a damn
fine bottle of gin.” I asked quite sarcastically as I pulled out my pipe and searched for a light.
“Living in a nice apartment on the upper east is the illusion Jean” she barked as she searched
for her fridge for some olives.
“So you’re telling me that not only are you serving me gin but ‘dirty’ gin?” I asked with a laugh
as I finally got that damn pipe lit with the matches that store gave us down on 88th about an
hour ago.
She took my pipe and took a big long drag and then blew it back in my face as she smiled.
“Gin is the drink of champions!” she yelled.
She was a little beyond buzzed and quite hyper to boot.
“Alright, alright” I said. “Calm down” I said as I pushed her off of me.
She was practically all over me but now that I had somewhat disappeared from the lime-light I
chose to celebrate my 50th birthday with her and one friend (Luis) down at the White Tavern
somewhere along Christopher street I thought.
“Did you know Dylan Thomas wrote here” she mumbled.
“I know Dylan Thomas” I said.
“He wrote some decent though unconvincing poems, right?” I asked with a chuckle.
“He was a genius!” she screamed (as she lit up a second cigarette; I don’t think she realized
she already had another one lit).
“Genius?” I asked as I poured another nasty-ass gin.
“Don’t you think that is being a bit over-polite?” I asked as I re-lit my pipe that had already
went out.
“By the way that bar sucked and the burger they served tasted like it was about 2 days old” I
said.
“Who cares!? That bar has put out some great literary critics; better than Hemmingway and a
hell of a lot better than you!” She exclaimed as she poured herself another glass of gin.
She wasn’t a bad looking woman but I’ll be honest; the fact that I knew now that God existed
and the Bible was at least mostly true I couldn’t see much more than some drunk-ass hooker
lighting up a joint she found between the two cushions of her love-seat.
“Have you given much thought to faith?” I asked as I drank her nasty gin and took a hit from
my pipe.
“Religion? You mean like church and shit?” she asked as she stumbled across the studio
apartment.

“Well… I guess religion works but I think it’s a piss-pour way to describe it; I was meaning like
the rea-deal.” I said as I let out a deep drag and breathed it back in.
“Who knows?” she asked.
“You want a blow?” she asked in the same manner one would ask if you wanted another drink.
“No thanks” I said as I shook my head with a little bit of disgust coupled with want.
“I don’t feel quite right about getting one these days; hell – I’m not only 50 but ever since I
knew Christian theism is true I don’t feel quite right about getting one casually.” I laughed.
“Not to mention I’m old enough to be your dad” I laughed as I poured another glass of that
damn nasty gin.
“Don’t you have anything here other than gin?” I asked.
“No sorry. Gin is the best drink so why have anything else” she said as she dug in the fridge for
another bottle of olives.
“You mean to tell me you have 4 bottles of expensive gin and 4 bottles of olives but you don’t
have anything else to drink?!” I asked as I laughed outloud.
“I guess that’s right” she said as she sat down right on top of me.
She actually smelled really nice and was a sweet girl; but how could I sleep with her in good
conscious when I knew that God existed and had said pretty plainly that I should not screw
her?
“I’m sorry baby-doll…” I said.
“I want to screw your brains out but I just can’t. I have been down this road too many times
already and I know that the bible is true and I’m not blind to what it says about fornication so I
really best not. I have already pushed my luck on get out of jail free cards.” I said as I poured
another glass of that nasty-ass gin.
“So you’re some type of priest?” she asked.
“Hardly.” I said.
“I have screwed too many beautiful women but for what?” I stated with a bit of pride.
“Have you ever thought for a minute: ‘what if the bible is true’? What if it is all true?” I asked
as I settled down in that broken chair she had in the corner of her apartment.
“I don’t know?” she said.
“Do you really believe that book could be true?” She said as she seemed to sober up a bit.
“Well… As much as I’d like it not to be I can’t lie; it is the most accurate book historically and
philosophically I have ever read… It honestly seems like it could very-well be true.” I
murmured as I took another hit from the pipe.
“Look – I wish it weren’t true; I’m not talking as some fanatic that twists my arm to believe it.
I’m a clear-thinker that has went to the best schools so when I say ‘it is probably true’ it really
is ‘probably true’ and it scares the hell out of me.” I said as I took a really deep drag and
poured myself another drink of that shitty gin which by this point was starting to taste decent.
“Let’s talk about something else.” She said.
“This talk is killing my mood.” She commented as she seemed to sober up all at once.
“What do you think about Dylan Thomas?” she asked. (Since we had spent the last 2 hours at
the White horse tavern).

“He was a decent poet that drank a shit-load of liquor and died. Not sure what else there is to
say about him.” I coldly murmured as I looked toward the ceiling of her little studio apartment.
“Do you think he died a good death?” she asked.
I busted out laughing so hard I choked both on the gin and the hit from my pipe.
“A good death?” I exclaimed.
“Hell I don’t know. He was pretty young and confused right?” I asked.
“I’m not sure I’d explain that as a ‘good death’; I wish he would have thought things through a
little more.” I said as I looked past her and into the corner of that apartment where I saw a
spider that had just caught a moth and was wrapping it up in its web.
“No… I mean… Do you think he went to hell?” She said as she set her drink down.
By this point I had already sat my shitty-gin down and had walked past her and to the corner
of her apartment and had intervened and set the moth free from the spider’s web.
“Why are you saving it?” She asked.
“I don’t know… I just felt bad for the little guy…” I said in a bit of a mumble.
“Now I guess it has one more chance to live and get things right” I told her with a smile.
I set the moth on the outside of the window seal and saw it fly away. I then turned back to my
young fan and said: “How about we go back down to White Tavern since you love it so much
and I buy you whatever special they have and we’ll read a little of Dylan and little from the
bible and lay off the booze and any sex?” I said with a smile as I put my old-school leather
jacket on.
“That would be nice” she said as she smiled and set her glass of shitty-gin down.
So we left her apartment sex-free and walked back down to the White Tavern to listen to
some shitty Dylan Thomas poetry and some really good Biblical poetry. For some odd reason I
ordered a shot of gin and I hugged her really deeply that night as we left her apartment; I
wouldn’t have sex with her – I respected her too much for that. Instead I wrote her a poem
and gave her that old New Testament the Gideons had given me:
What is life?
What is death?
If we are here for a moment we best make it count.
I think I could love you; alas I have been jaded for far too long…
I love you now and in the future even if this world is all fucked up…
Our art, our love, our sorrow all means nothing without god…
But it means an eternity with Him…
I love you and so also does He love you…
Let us live our lives truly, sincerely, and realistically.
I gave her my poem and smiled. She knew there would be no sex and in all honesty I think she
wanted it that way. She gave me a deep hug and said: “thank you Jean”
She gave me a kiss on the cheek and said: “Happy 50th baby”
She embraced the old New Testament more deeply than she embraced me, and she walked
off.

I smiled and lit of my pipe as I turned and walked back down Christopher to the Path; I felt
more complete tonight than I had most nights.

Amos and Hosea
Where are you today Amos and Hosea?
The world needs both a social as well as theological reformation…
I first met Amos and Hosea in that little pub just outside of Edinburgh.
They were discussing which one of them was right.
Edinburgh was especially delightful that year; though its populace had largely forgotten God
they still had a solid foundation for their culture and to a lesser degree their education based
upon the foundations set in place by a noble past.
“This city must repent of its idolatry and harlotry!” shouted Hosea.
“Yes, but first it must help the poor and widow still on these very streets, let alone the
highland folds!” replied back Amos.
The whole time they were going on and on I smelled something that was like cherry wood
being burnt.
I looked down across the outside door of the pub and saw a few children burning their names
into a piece of wood.
I walked by Amos and Hosea, they didn’t seem to notice me.
It appeared both had been at the pub for the greater part of the afternoon arguing with one
another.
I stepped outside and one of the street cleaners was taking a break.
“Wanna a smoke?” he friendly asked.
“Sure; why not?” I said as we both lit up and was watching the sun beginning to set.
“No matta how many tymes I see that ole Castle it never ceases to make me feel a sense of
history and pride.” Chimed the cleaner as he inhaled deeply on his smoke.
He didn’t have many teeth left and it caused his words to slur and whistle as he spoke in his
heavy Scottish accent.
“I’m not Scottish but I think I understand.” I said as I felt the last rays of sun bounce off my
face as it disappeared behind the horizon.
“Well. Back ta work.” The little man said with an air of confidence and pride in his work.
“Let me buy you a drink.” I said.
“Me sir? Well, why would ya wanna do a thing like that? I’m just a sweeper.” He said with a
laugh.
We sat in the corner of the pub and this little man poured out his heart, his life and how
though he wasn’t a smart man he had lived a good life and trusted God to guide his action,
whether it be sweeping the streets or offering a stranger a smoke.
I finally talked him into allowing me to buy us both some stew.
I think it was lamb but stew from a pub is always a risky venture, and I could barely choke it
down; yet he insisted that it was perhaps the best dinner he had ever eaten in his entire life.
This entire time Amos and Hosea continued to debate which of them were right.
“Those two have been going on all day I thinks” said the cleaner.
I smiled.

“Yes. They have.” I said.
“Let me ask you something sir…” The cleaner somewhat reluctantly stated.
“Sure.” I said in an almost numb like trance.
“Let’s just say we are a fictional story right now. We’re not really having this drink and those
two chaps aren’t really arguing; if this is all fiction would God still be present here?” He asked
in between spoon fulls of stew.
This little man had asked such an odd and out of place question I wasn’t sure what to even
say?
“Well…” I said as I took a small drink and cleared my throat.
“I guess if God exists then He would also exist in all possible situations which would include a
fictional world.” I stated as his question had all at once sobered me up.
“That’s what I thought.” He said in a very matter-in-fact way.
“What’s your name by the way?” I asked almost embarrassed that I had not done so earlier.
“Thank you for asking! My name is Adolf; like Hitler but me and him ain’t got much in common
other than I kind of likes to paint once in awhile too.” He said with a little sheepish grin.
I had almost forgot that Hitler wanted to be an artist but was met with rejection. Wonder
what would have happened if he would have gotten accepted I thought as I finished my drink.
Adolf and I walked out of there as two men that night; two souls; two equal persons; children
of the same God.
As I watched the little man walk off into the darkness and pause for a moment to wave back at
me, it occurred to me that this was a stronger theological lesson or missionary journey than I
could have had in any classroom. I truly felt human that night.
As I put on my overcoat and made my way towards my room I could still hear Amos and Hosea
debating the tenants of faith as they faintly dissipated into whispers the further away I walked.

The Day after Yesterday
Kenton was what most people would call today a warrior as well as a dwarf.
He had won many battles and had taken many lives while maintaining his honor.
Though he was a poet he knew his true art was war so he never really shied away from his
duties. It was kind of funny to see the color from his face dissipate when I would yell at him
that we need his skills again.
“Kenton! It is time for us to do battle for honor and glory so sharpen your axe!”
I could tell he never wanted to but he never failed to show up.
We never really knew what we were fighting but many of the street artists through the capital
of Byzant would join us on our crusades.
“Why fight evil in the first place?” I began to wonder?
Kenton always steered me back though.
Kenton was raw and unfiltered; but our enemies seemed to grow more and more in number
no matter how many we thought we killed.
Dorian Wilde was the only other one that we could trust; he saw himself and us as we all truly
were incarnationally I guess you could say.
It was crazy how many of these existential zombies continued to flow into our hamlet; now
matter what we could never seem to get through to them.
“Living is keeping the absurd alive!” they would scream.
Soon we too began to echo this same mantra; all of us except Kenton.
Kenton continued to fight as boredom indwelled the rest of us.
Dorian and I knew we had caught the cancer; we tried to un-sedate ourselves through any
drugs we could find but they only hastened the affect it seemed.
We began to forget ourselves; our very names.
“Marx? Darwin? Plato?” – We knew we had heard these but it all seemed like a fog so we
repeated the past to the same defeats.
All but Kenton of course.

It was only when the great drought hit us that we began to finally see Kenton weaken; his
resolve seemed to disappear as quickly as his youth.
We had all been so worried about tsunamis and flooding, we never had thought about the
great drought of 2084 finally being the resolve that would implode upon us like an eternal
quicksand.
I looked over that last day of Summer as we entered into Autumn; Kenton smiled.
We both knew that we were not martyrs and there was no saving the zombies even as we
heard thunder in the distance.
We knew that we would have to do many things we wished we hadn’t to do;
The old ways and the old orders once again were resurrected from a past we had each wished
would never come again.
Nonetheless the man who runs from destiny is a fool.
So we girded our loins for battle once again; we knew that this would be our last great journey
– more a pilgrimage really.
We protected the old sacred routes from objective evil of all sorts;
We protected the old sacred writings while at the same time we harnessed the true weapons
of battle – education.
Inside our new, yet old, halls once again like Gilgamesh, Beowulf and Hugh Payens before us –
we once again were forced to combine monk and warrior to keep the narrow roads as safe as
possible.
The zombies were coming in numbers we never could have imagined a few short years ago
when we enjoyed our sports and drink in our simple shire.
I pray we do not die like a dog; for no good reason.

Appendix II:
The Poetry of Jean Payens (unedited)
Spain…
I remember a day, many years ago, when there were still wolves in Spain.
Perhaps I was just dreaming.
But I think I remember watching the wolves of Iberia run through the distant valley.
Hunting, playing; shoulder blades gliding under grey fur.
Creatures of freedom.
I remember this day; before the evil giants began their murdering.
Why is it that a creature like myself,
Created in the image of God,
Can seek so dreadfully to misuse my powers?
I remember fishing
Nestled in the clean cradle of the creeks, amongst the wolves
But the Giants have polluted the water; you cannot lure dead fish.
I met a group of these giants one day
They were hunting my friends
Drunk with defiance,
I confronted the giants
They were the epitome of hubris,
Yet I tricked them into revealing their names –
One was named Apathy; the other, Affluence.
The third one did not speak.
Callous laughter filled the air as they mocked my defiance.
Defiance turned to rage. I dropped one of the giants.
Affluence swung his club. I dropped him too.
These giants were no Goliath and I no David,
But they fell nonetheless.
The third quickly ran into the distance
Crying like the fools of Pompeii: the realization that impiety has a price;
Never thinking for once on the evil their lives had brought into the world of the non-giants.
It was at this point I made my way up to the crest of the hill,
Finished my wine
And vowed to never return to Spain.
“Do children today know of such purity” I wondered.
Or has sin found its way to be passed on from one generation
To the next?
I often wonder what the other giant’s name was…
The Long 20th Century
The sunset of the 20th approaches;
All I could write down for you,
The dawn of awakening;
Mixed with the morbid darkness of ceasing to exist.
Two world-wars.
Desolation.
A dessert –

Not an oasis in sight
Yet somehow we broke free of the shackles that held us
Of the cuffs that chained us; held us back.
We ran so hard that trying to find some semblance of truth
We went too far.
Or not far enough.
Duchamp – Billy Graham –
So much rich writing was found;
So much was lost that we will never know.
Poetry was alive and now dead;
The truth can only be buried for so long;
But I can foresee a bright resurrection –
I’m not sure why but I sense something beyond postmodernism;
From Light to dark and finally light again!
This will be the sunrise of the 21st century.

The Map
As I walk across the desolate sea
The sides of my sandals slip into the cracks on the ground
What used to be the ocean floor
Is now a barren broken wasteland
I see nothing around me
I hear nothing around me
There is a cloudless sky above me
But still the earth feels hollow
How do I make sense of a sunken reality?
I have no map
No compass
No guiding star
I am as hollow as the landscape I find myself in
Empty
Carved out
Ravenous
Afflicted
Lonely –
I wish I could give you the truth that I found.
Not relativity;
Objective.
I had never felt more lost;
I realized I had the map all along?

Who are we?
“Who are you?”
I am often asked.
“Are you English, Russian or Spanish?”
I am often asked.

“When were you born?”
I am often asked.
“Have you really been to all of these places?”
I am often asked.
“Are the stories you tell really just lies?”
I am often asked.
“Are you an artist?”
I am often asked.
“Are you a poet?”
I am often asked.
“Are you a philosopher?”
I am often asked.
“Are you ‘really’ a Christian?”
I am often asked.
“Why do you not listen instead of ask?”
I often ask.
“Who am I?”
Who are you?
Who are we?

Honor in the 21st century
Honor is on the verge of extinction in the 21st century.
The word is as foreign as love…
This generation now replaces boxing with video games;
Fencing with lounging;
Religion with religion;
Honor with political correctness;
Love for abuse;
Yes for no;
No for yes;
Evil for good;
Civility for self-loathing;
Conversing for Facebook;
Paley for Darwin;
Christ for Satan;
What will the “me-me-me” generation bring the future?
Personal Peace and Affluency.
Francis Schaeffer where art thou?
Hugh de Payens…

Oscar Wilde in the 21st century
Oh, Oscar… Oh, Oscar…
I think you may have understood more clearly than most…
I have many gay friends… I love them so dearly; just like I love you…

The Calvinists are wrong; we do have a choice; free-will they call it…
Sade and Wilmot – I love you too…
I love women, I will not lie…
I have dreamt of laying by many of their sides...
But I would be delusional if I told you or the mirror anything different than 2+2=4…
We must turn away from our sins; I wish to commit adultery but yet I must not…
You are a good man, Oscar but you must return to you wife and children.
Fight the sin, Oscar…
You know the truth…
Is it why you begged for a priest before your death?
But why wait till death?
Yearn and seek now!
Grace, they call it and I believe;
Love and fulfillment in His truth and reality.
Anyone that knows your life knows that which I speak.
Yet… You must accept this and by so doing repent of your sins; just like me…
Lord Jesus… Please have pity and mercy on sinners like Oscar and me…
We both love you, Lord…
Forgive us for our continual failing…
In and through Christ Jesus – Amen.
There is still time Oscar my beloved friend…
There is still time for you –
To forgive me.
I love you Oscar;
I must love you –
If I truly am a Christ-ian.

Democritus
“The world is change; life is opinion.” – once said a man named Democritus
Though I am now an old man who struggles to keep his thoughts clear
I must now write to you Democritus, my dear.
The world once again champions your cause;
When I ask why they say: “just because.”
But because of your epicurean stance that all is relative;
I must beg the question that this is less than creative:
If life is opinion, isn’t your opinion just that as well?
Or could it be that you are not quite well?
When we try and believe that all is relative we fall into a grave trap;
A trap that the 21st century is gleefully plummeting into knowing all too well –
That history says they will be guilty of the blood of millions like you;
But what does that matter?
After all;
All is relative…
And a chasing after the wind…

Robespierre
Robespierre
You fool
You sought to control the controllers;
You were not ready though for these ramifications; were you?
Did you cry when they dragged you to the gallows?
Did you cry when you realized you too would die by the guillotine?
Danton had balls;
Even when you smirked at his death – he had true courage;
Alas! I do not know if he chose death over belief?
What about you?
When you divorced your culture from God were you ready for the ramifications?
As they forced your body down and locked you in place – what did you think?
As they gave a lecture and the crowd jeered – what did you think?
As they laughed and mocked you – what did you think?
When everything you stood for came crumbled before you – what did you think?
It really doesn’t matter what you thought in the end;
You died, just as we all will.
But what legacy did you leave?
If there are no objective values then your life was meaningless anyway.
Is this the legacy you sought to leave?
If so – then you died a fool.
A life of absolute worthlessness.
A worthlessness that awaits all who divorce themselves from the true God.
France now burns.
Vive Le Francais!!!
Vive Le Cancer!!!

Johnathan Swift
I learnt the term “misanthrope” from you.
It is hard to be a Christian today; society makes me sick.
But a misanthrope Christian is (or should be) an oxymoron.
I know this
Do I love mankind but hate people?
No – I love people.
But I do finally understand Swift.
Satirist, misanthrope, poet, human –
I understand now.
I get it.
I am Gulliver; we all are.
Ever since the Fall how can I look at mankind with anything but disdain?
It becomes even harder to look in the mirror
I “get” Swift; I get Gulliver; I get the Bible
It all makes sense.
But it doesn’t make it any easier.
We must heal the wounds just like Gulliver had to.
My alternatives seem sparse
The only other choice is to join the academy (or the mental institute)

Christ
I need you; we need you

Hitler the Artist?
Now that I am nearing the end of my journey
I have odd thoughts from the past.
I think about Hitler
He was a better artist than I.
But I had a better youth than he did.
What if he’d been loved by his family?
Really loved.
Nurtured.
What if he’d been accepted as an artist?
Really accepted.
Nurtured.
Would he still have turned out a butcher?
What if I had had a shitty childhood?
If the chips had fallen differently
Would I have been a murder?
An ideological egomaniac.
I pray that we all contemplate how close a butcher may be to an artist;
Even if that artist is us.
When I die
If I see Hitler
I will ask him about these things.

Wisdom
I spoke to a class of poets on an autumn day in ‘84;
Milgram and Schaeffer are dead now.
This group of students stare back in a daze.
Do they not feel?
Do they not know?
They are around 20.
I am around 70.
They smile;
They smirk;
They are so sure they know about the world.
Perhaps they do.
Perhaps I am from another time in the distant past;
What is this generation?
What will the next one hold?
They seek to replace Honor, Truth, Christ;
With debt, relativism, pluralism.
What will their children be taught?
I think with a panic;
Anxious thoughts making their home in my cerebellum

But I stop.
I take a deep breath.
I will be long dead by the time they decay in life.
I do worry for them though
One can learn education but not wisdom;
And it is wisdom that counts at the end of the day…
Odd the thoughts I think today.

Lamentations
Oh, Kassel!
Poor, poor, Kassel…
How much a stranger are your streets now to me;
Raped and ravaged;
I barely recognize you.
Where have you gone?
Who did this to you?
Why did you choose a human king in place of God?
Why did you choose to leave the Prince of Peace for a Devil of War?
Why did you, like your führer, choose to replace art with death?
I weep over your ruins, your rapes, your death;
Where is your cry of arrogance now?
Will we ever learn that to abandon Christ is to welcome death into your home?
Atheism, Mohammedism, Hinduism, Nazism – none bring forth peace;
None bring forth the truth
Damn you Germany!
You could have been so much more…
Though I weep for you I still wonder;
Wonder if you would do it all again if you knew this time you’d win?
Sex, LSD and Jazz…
We get real high. We
Gotz it all sly. We
Don’t need the religious rugs. We
Gotz all the good drugs. We
Follow Leary. We
Can see clearly. We
Could be wrong. I
Am wrong…
Post-postmodern
Pre-modern?
They once told me in Brussels that pre-modern was the way to understand reality;
The fiddler played his fiddle.
Modern?
Then an old professor in Florence told me that only the Modern man understood reality;
The riddler told his riddle.

Postmodern?
Then a young professor assured me that all truth is but an illusion;
The fiddler played his riddle.
Post-postmodern?
Then I found the truth was beyond all this nonsense
And the riddler played his fiddle.

Truth –
Not for sale.
Nor for martyrdom.
Content at last.
Thank you God.

Poetry by Jake Karnes –
Less than 77 Reality Songs – to theism
The last time I committed suicide
I felt like a good boy
I’ll be there someday Mr. Stein
In that house on the corner;
The air on the that bridge
That gorgeous bridge!
The birds –
I still can hear them
Enchanted by two worlds;
Life or Death.
I shut my eyes and I can see you;
The gods, stretched out reaching towards you, one!
What is this world is behind a mask?
I feel the air against my face –
Faster, faster, faster!
The sense the candle light is now out
This season is over;
Death, where is thy sting?
Now I am awake Mr. Stein;
Now I must reflect on reality;
The reality that I thought was a dream.

Apathy?
Like a god
These people are uninteresting –
Or are they?
Our fate is but to survive Ms. Stein.
Brother of a sister of a friend of a lover?
How can we be that careless Ms. Stein?
I need new wine…
A Neutered Lion
So Ms. Stein
Riddle me a riddle;
We know our fathers were wrong;
For so damn long Ms. Stein…
I drink that boundless gaze;
The wine
So bitter.
Beautiful again is the sun;
Not the clergy…
Anything but that damn cat in the zoo.
Hold on, Mr. Stein!

Can that cat play jazz?
Is that cat not tame?
Can there be truth?
I drink the water;
That was turned from wine;
I plunge my hands deep into the deep red;
There is no bottom?
I drink and I drink;
I am so damn thirsty;
But I can’t admit it…
I won’t admit it, Ms. Stein.
Living lands built on marble ruins;
It all alludes me still
History is Myth
Massive rivers;
Ancient men;
History is myth, Mr. Stein.
The myth is history, Ms. Stein.
Like a damn Judas Tree;
The tree old Montale wrote about.
He outlived me I guess?
Is he here Mr. Stein?
That was long ago;
I saw the hare run across the path.
Could there be more Ms. Stein?
Agnostic is a start
I ran across those old slums;
Where I remember the man who cut me;
Did he cut me?
The foster-friends;
I woke up once and they were gone, Ms. Stein.
Shining off the reflection of the pond;
Where we once played.
I don’t know.
“That’s a start,” said Ms. Stein.
Deist
The poets and the philosophers;
I draw no envy from Keats, Mr. Stein.
I cannot write anymore.
My desk, a graveyard of unfinished thoughts and broken words.
A tomb;
A sepulcher;
A study;
A library;
How have I spent my darkens Mr. Stein?
How did Milton know?
How come we didn’t?

A perpetual wasteland!
How can we resist now;
I don’t believe in nothing
“Double negative but that’s a start,” said Mr. Stein.

People worship
But I am free Ms. Stein!
We can worship again!
Worship: people, sex, drugs, money:
Myself
But wait.
This is where I was;
This is when I jumped?
Did I jump, Mr. Stein?
What was it?
Does hope spring learning, Ms. Stein?
Cowards, slaves, scholars, poets –
Does it really matter, Mr. Stein?
Moses…wasn’t his name Moses?
Alright – I’m listening, Mr. and Ms. Stein.

Genesis
Mankind.
No.
Person-kind
I chased the rabbit up the hill;
It looked back –
Looked back
Begging me to give chase.
Imploring me.
The more I ran the drier it all got;
Tongue
Temperature
I could not keep up;
Yet I could still see it.
Their first disobedience began thy first collapse of all that breathes.
I beg you – please teach us about person-kind’s first sin;
Where did all these things we merely imagine as evil come from?
But, of course, we must remember that the 20th century has taught us thou;
That this is all a silly myth – but please, tell us all nonetheless.
Now that I contemplate… why should we worry since the gods of science have bestowed upon us the Truth;
That instead of creation, we began by chance
By nature’s mere want.
By randomness.
We emerged from beyond the void;
Space, time, matter – oh my!
Civilization, language, writing!
Ironies within ironies that natural processes would “will” just a theme!
Or did it?

Of course, it did; a rabbit from the hat (minus a magician);
Is much more scientific!
Of course a rabbit from a hat for no real reason;
Is much more reasonable than one from thereby a magician!
That such an old religious myth could be true as the bible;
Surely must be nothing more than mere guile!
We taste, smell and sell the Enlightenment;
It is real truth and not the myth of such an out of date tall-tale.
Why – I must inquire while at the same time re-remind myself;
Do we now know the Enlightenment has hidden truth in the shadows;
Creation is finite – so what caused the causation?
Is it an irony that today this creation account is more scientific than ever?
But what does poetry care about science;
Poetry is based upon emotion
While science is Truth
Or is it?
Perhaps history and poetry can tell us more about existence than the scientific method ever could;
But it is so damn dry up here;
And where did the rabbit go?
Can science tell us about the start of civilization, language or writing?
No – it cannot but the greatest irony is that Genesis can.
Abraham did not journey into the desert nor start to sacrifice his son;
Isaac did not have Jacob; Jacob certainly did not have 12 sons;
One of those sons was not named Joseph and he did not hold any position in Egypt;
Genesis – such a book of myths!
Or…
Is it?
My throat is so dry, like scorched earth.
I have found the rabbit –
Or rather, its corpse.
Cause of death: unknown.
Perhaps of a broken heart?
All religions are the same thou fool;
We must keep reminding ourselves.
Of course, a garden would seem to necessitate a gardener;
But what rubbish!
A devil, a snake and a fall;
What gall!
Buddhism says no god; Hinduism says every god; Christianity says, one God;
Obviously, they mean the same thing, you cod!
Sumeria, Egypt, and the Hittites;
Oh my!
We know none of these existed today (especially the Hittites);
So the mere notion of an Exodus is rather obnoxious.
Moses and the High Priest;
What an imagination for the feast!
Jericho, the Judges and the Kings;
Noting more than a set of rings!
Saul, David and Solomon;
Nothing more than Robin Hood, Little John and Friar tuck!
The prophets warning us all to repent and turn to God;

Again – Isaiah, Jeremiah, Micah and Malachi –
Dreams, delusions, and imagination!
Tabernacles, Temples and Herod?
Please.
The rabbit no longer looks like a rabbit.
Jesus on the scene
Fulfilling all the prophesies.
Coincidence of course!
The Resurrection, the Holy Spirit and the Church;
Well…
The fact that the Bible is built on the very foundations of history;
Well…
The fact that time and time again the Bible has been proven true?
More coincidences!
Christ Himself and the great sea voyage of death?
I am not sure…
The rabbit springs alive, jump up, smiles and bounds away;
Down a deep rabbit-hole
God bless that rabbit!
What if it is all true?
Then I would take it all most seriously!
And…
Oh…
My…
Generation X, Generation Y, Millennials;
It is not too late.
My God! The heart is perfectly still…
No motion; no force –
An open invitation?
I feel the wild wind;
The taste of it all;
The Spirit!
It is real and it is everywhere, Mr. Bones –
Paradise can yet again be regained, Mr. Berryman.
Who Killed Me?
Hemmingway: Who killed me I asked?
Berryman: Who killed me I asked?
Rothko: Who killed me I asked?
Arbus: Who killed me I asked?
Maurer: Who killed me I asked?
Paalen: Who killed me I asked?
Mishima: Who killed me I asked?
Plath: Who killed me I asked?
Christ: Who killed me I asked?
We did – they answered.

Who are we?
I have worn so many masks
For so long

I can no longer
See who is real
And who is make-believe?
Who are we?
Fuck poetry –
I’m serious –
Who am I?
Am I what my friends say I am?
Am I fiction;
Or are you fiction?
How do we grasp –
What is real?
The senses?
That ship has already sailed.
Then how can we ever know?

To Be Found; or Not to be?
Have literal scales been lifted?
I cannot explain what has happened over the last 3 nights;
I am lying in a field of rainbow colors!
The flowers, fragrances, tastes all abound;
How could these have been here all along and I never tasted them?
Anger –
Hate –
Depression –
Cynicism –
Self-righteous Hubris –
All is vanity and a chasing after the wind!
Thank God I am now awake –
No longer a zombie –
No longer Jack’s proverbial disappointment!

A Few Poems
By James Edwards
The School Lunch
Who would have guessed how much that nasty school lunch would teach us about life?
Regular lunch was for us poor kids who couldn’t afford pizza;
The cool kids could afford pizza;
And they had the time to make fun of us.
A well-balanced meal the government dictated;
Not just through diet but through indoctrination.
School tames the lion;
The church neuters him.
Teaches us a religion called Nothing;
Call it education.
That square peg for the round hole;
But a spade is always a spade.
And a shit lunch is still a shitty lunch.
But it is up to me to season it;
That same lunch tastes great today.

The Art of Suicide
Mr. Suicide…
I am Ishmael and this is Isaac;
What are you?
Let us begin at the beginning.
Creation from nothing –
Life from nothing –
A sheaf of grass is so soft against the coarse skin on my fingers.
Consciousness and sentience – Adamic.
Time-Space-Matter – it is all a mystery, isn’t it?
A Flood…
A Dispersion…
Abraham helped –
A slave learns to not be so damned spoiled.
Moses finally grew some balls;
Joshua had bigger ones.
The governors did what they could but they flopped –
Kings tried their hand in filling God’s spot –
David did okay; Solomon could have done better…
The prophets tried to speak to us but we were too smart;
North fell; South fell – we all fell…
Prison helped us pull our heads out;
Lamentations – always lamentations…
The silent years were never that silent –
A Messiah is born –
A Messiah teaches –
A Messiah is sacrificed –
We finally get it –

We then somehow forget it?
We are so fucking idiotic.
Damned to be our own ruin;
To decay in our dimness and unintelligence.
To hell with us if we still refuse to believe.
Praise the King!
Death is dead, Mr. Suicide.
Haven’t you heard?
You lose.
He wins.
Traded in an eternity of sins
For the comfort of some Bliss.

Fuck You –
Fuck you –
I am a Christ-ian;
Yet in a fallen world –
If this just another word?
So forgive me for my hypocrisy.
Fuck me –
Time Traveling…
I’m so exhausted of time travel;
What is reality?
We must come to grips with truth;
Please help me, Father…
I’m drifting away my son;
My thoughts are mixed with yours.
Time travel is not possible;
What is the truth?
Let us follow it;
Regardless of where it leads.
The Taste of Music…
Do you hear the color?
Can you taste the music?
The dead leaves crunching under my feet with each step;
The stigmata of nature cries out of its Creator –
The raw honesty of the farm;
The field or the cubicle?
Man shall live by the sweat of his brow;
Not his bank statement.
Yet I feel so much truth;
So much love and life in you.
Alas this music must just be a glimpse;
A glimpse into a greater reality.
I praise you God;
Even when things seem down –
I PRAISE YOU.

Alone…
I sat alone in that little lounge;
Not sure where I wanted to go?
Why had I chosen to come here;
Why had I chosen to keep living?
I knew, just as I had when I was a kid,
That the whole world was in front of me!
So then why did I feel so alone and confused?
God…
That was the difference;
Call me a fool or an idiot but as a child, I knew God existed and was happy.
Is there anything that wrong with being happy and knowing truth?
Then let me know that God exists and keep on truly living.
We always live as if you exist – but why?
Most likely because you do –
And we are made in your image.
Therefore I will continue to praise you!

An Apology to the 20th Century
Hemmingway, Fitzgerald, Zelda, Ezra, Picasso, Owen, Sassoon, Hardy, Brooke, Rosenberg, Thomas…
The list goes on and on…
Had the nations truly been “Christian” that war would never have never happened…
Hell…
No war would have ever happened…
I for one and truly sorry and I ask for your forgiveness.
I only ask to judge the truths of Christ –
Through Christ –
Not the Christ-ian.

I love the subway
I was scared of the subway.
I had to take the subway.
I feared the ghetto trash.
I am the ghetto trash.
I love the subway.
I love NYC.
I love it all.
I am a Christ-ian.

War should Never Thy
I was there.
I saw the bodies, the heads, the blood.
I saw the death, decay; the misery.
I saw the terror and the fear.
I saw the corpses of buildings and the empty shells of human beings.

I lived it.
I helped sustain it – or was called to.
I fought for you; fought wars you refused to fight.
Your banners didn’t help save my friends.
Your anger didn’t bring back my dead allies.
You never left the mall.
But it matters.
You say “where is God?”
I say “where the fuck were you?”
We choose to go to war.
It matters.
We elected Hitler, Lenin, Stalin and Andrew Jackson;
But it was us that did the killing.
Us that buried the knives into each other.
Us that dropped the bombs and killed the children
And raped the women.
Not God.
It matters.
I have tasted death.
I know the too well the metallic flavor of blood.
You hypocrites.
It was not God’s doing;
It was ours.
And it matters.
Ode to Public Education
Let me breathe;
Let me learn…
You kill me with your lies in the name of science;
You kill me with your lies in the name of propaganda…
Truth is what we need;
Truth is what we deserve…
Why not teach us everything instead of your one-sided lie;
Why not teach us nothing if you are going to just kill us with your lies.

Poetry
What are you?
Are you still alive in 2017?
Do you have a part still to play?
Science, we are told, has replaced you;
Though science seems to change as often as the weather.
Yet Gilgamesh, the Iliad, and the Psalms do not;
They are as alive today as they were thousands of years ago.
Perhaps 2017 is dead;
While poetry is merely asleep.
Tin Man
Did I still have a heart?
What is a “heart” in this 21st century world?
We teach children there is no real “love” or any absolute morality;
So maybe there isn’t a heart after all?

Perhaps we are all Tin Men and Women;
Without an absolute (God) then logic tells us we are all Tin and Hollow…
I know better;
We all do.

Poet or Prophet?
Where is the voice crying out to me to follow?
Where is the angel for me to fight?
Where is the city for me to save?
Where is the woman for me to resist?
Where is the city for me to rule?
Where is the Temple for me to worship in?
Where is my mind and soul in 2017?
Where is my salvation?
Where is my sanity?
Where is my heart?

What is a Non-Person?
What are non-persons?
Their fate is unimportant I am told.
How are they found to be non-persons?
Is it by a 51% vote?
If they are popular will they then qualify as a person again?
What if they have great wealth?
Their fate is like the leaves in Autumn I am reminded;
But what if they are persons after all?
Brother of brother and sister of a sister;
Yet they perish as do we all.
Are we all not made in God’s image;
Or was that merely a dream?

The Girl in Algiers
I once saw a woman beaten to death in Algiers;
I ran to her aid but was stopped.
It’s “Allah’s will” I was told;
I screamed that this cannot be the way.
I was assured it was and that I could be killed if I interfered.
Why is it this one religion seems immune to reform?
After all, it is just a late Christian heresy;
I wonder what that woman’s name was.
Does anyone even care?
Who was she?
What was her childhood like?
What was her favorite memory?
What was her dreams I wonder?
Though she is forgotten by the world –

She will not be forgotten by God.
None of will;
Even if we try to forget Him.
Hollow Men
Generation X, Generation Y, Millennials –
We are all the hollow generation.
We each whisper to one another “God is dead – didn’t you hear?”
The generations before us were fools;
We have the answers so let us rejoice – for tomorrow we die!
What did Solomon know;
Was it just the wind singing when he thought God had spoken?
We are hollow so let us mourn;
No heart, no brain, no backbone or soul to get in our way!
After all, what do we care what tomorrow will bring?
All is vanity and the chastening of the wind…
Or is it?
What was before?
The edges of existence flash into existence;
Time itself;
All aspects of matter;
Every square inch of space itself.
Yet the freshman asks: “What was before?”

The mystery of death?
The clouds separate;
The skies are bleached.
Why is there a flow to life?
This is more mystery than that of death.
It all seems too real;
Which begs the crystalized question:
Why?
I see them following me…
I ignore them;
Yet they get closer each day.
I run from God –
Hoping this will make them go away.
Yet they are here.
I shouldn’t be afraid;
But I am stubborn.
They are getting so close…
What do they want?
It’s not too late –
I hear them say.
I smell spring –
It is beautiful.

Why do I love Rome?

Why is it that I love Rome?
It is not the grandest of cities;
It is not the newest of cities;
Nor does it have a thriving hip scene.
Perhaps it is because I can see;
See so clearly my own city today;
476 AD or 2017 AD…
Does a change to “CE” really change anything?
The United States though –
It will last forever –
Right?
Rome wasn’t built in a day
But how long did it take until it was in ruins?
Damn I miss the breeze that comes up the Spanish Steps.
There is an incredible bistro down the way;
Coffee in the morning – wine in the afternoon.
The people may be apathetic but they are good;
Why is it that I love Rome?

The Jazz Club
We arrived before midnight;
The glasses at the bar clinked, ringing their own medley.
The un-corking pop made by the wine and the laughter echoed through the pub.
The heady smells of liquor hung heavily in the air, thick with rhythm and sultry density.
The nicking, popping, and tears of laughter made its own jazz before the band played.
The drums popped, the piano snapped and the base thumped,
But the true music came from the people.
The people were the instruments being played by the Spirit of the night;
Now that was true jazz.
Time 2:
The sun has now set;
The darkness grows all around me;
I am alone – so alone.
Living light; radiant light; true light…
Time passes… Time always passes.
Time itself necessitates a beginning;
A beginning necessitates a beginner and brought time into being?
I pause, I relax, I smile…
It is here, He is light, She is the sunrise that now shifts form the East.
I am not alone.
I never was.
Doubts
Where do they come from?
These doubts.
Haunting me like spirits who refuse to be exorcised.
Like an incurable disease; a virus spreading through my
Cerebrum and making its home in my being.
Why am I confident?

Why am I lost?
Why am I confused?
All at the same time.
All the time?
I am a conformist;
I am a rebel;
I am ordinary;
I am sole; individual.
I have studied so fucking hard;
I have debated so fucking much;
I know God exists;
I know that Christ is what He said He is.
Then why do I still doubt?
God, help my unbelief.
Help me to die well;
Help me to live the best.
My doubts help drive me –
Into your arms of truth.

Phil the Poet?
I met a young man named:
Phil –
The
Poet
?
It was in NYC - 2017;
Yet he typed on a golden typewriter –
How could he be a poor-hippy –
When his typewriter was solid gold?
He (half my age) told me: “Marx is the answer!”
I encouraged him to read more/debate less.
He labeled me: “Oppressor”
Himself: “Victim”
So it is in 2018.
2+2 might not equal 4 afterall.
I seriously [fucking] doubt that.
Payens = post-postmodernism;
Please.
Praise.

